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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Geological sequestration of CO2 is considered as one of the most promising technologies to 
mitigate global warming. The process of CO2 injection and storage in the porous sandstones, 
however, may be accompanied with an increase in microseismic activity. In order to better 
understand the causes of microseismic events detected during and after CO2 injection, a sensitive, 
reliable and consistent data acquisition system was developed in the present study for monitoring 
microseismic (acoustic emission or AE) events emanating from rock samples tested in the core 
flooding apparatus at the Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) laboratory. Several types of 
sandstone and PVC core samples with various treatments were prepared and evaluated. These 
samples were subjected to loading/unloading patterns of confining and pore pressures, so as to 
simulate the environment of underground sandstone formations for carbon storage. The detected 
AE events were synchronized with the applied pressure profiles to show the temporal clustering 
of events. A simple one-dimensional localization model was built to determine the spatial 
variations of event source locations along the axis of the core sample. Criteria for noise elimination 
and for event characterization were proposed.  Results were generally satisfactory and repeatable. 
Very few AE events were detected from solid PVC and sandstone samples. Many more AE events 
were detected from the fractured samples with visible damage, and the localized event source 
locations determined by the model were consistent with the induced cracking positions. When the 
sample was subjected to a combination of confining and pore pressures, AE event clustering was 
observed when the net pressure, defined as the differential pressure between confining and pore 
pressures, increased. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) describes processes for capture and long-term storage of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) to defer or mitigate global warming [1]. Among all the sequestration 
processes being investigated, geological sequestration has received most attention [2-3]. It 
involves underground injection and storage of the CO2 into deep underground rock formations. An 
appropriate geologic formation for carbon storage consists of porous rock which holds the CO2 in 
rock pore spaces deep beneath the surface with an impermeable, non-porous layers of rock 
overlying the porous formation, which traps the CO2 and prevents it from migrating upward. 
Sandstone or limestone, for instance, are appropriate porous rock media to store CO2, whereas 
shale is an excellent impermeable overlying caprock material. 
 
There are several challenges to geological sequestration. First is the danger of leaks at the injection 
zone, rock fissures, and fault planes. CO2 could possibly migrate along the fault to the surface, 
leaking to the atmosphere or ocean. Another concern is the potential for carbon sequestration 
induced microseismicity (magnitude ≤ 2.0). The Illinois Basin-Decatur Project (IBDP) injected 
nearly 1.1 million tons of supercritical carbon dioxide in to the base of a 1640 ft. thick Mt. Simon 
sandstone reservoir at a depth of 7025ft. [4,5,6]. The injection pressure was far below the fracture 
pressure owing to the high porosity and permeability of the storage formation. Microseismicity 
was monitored one and a half years preceding injection, through the three years of injection and 
now throughout permanent shut-in which began on November 2014. During the pre-injection 
period, a total of 7894 microseismic events were detected, where 99% of these events correlate 
with drilling and other well-related operations [7]. The average number of locatable events per day 
during the injection was a little over four, and the events were assumed to be related to 
development of previously undetected planes of weakness. Though it has been concluded so far 
that the microseismicity observed does not compromise the integrity of the geologic storage 
formation, it still raises the concern for potential hazards posed by injection-reduced 
microseismicity associated with geological CO2 carbon sequestration. The identification of 
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geologic features that might lead to microseismic occurrences during and after the injection 
process needs further study.  To date, research on induced microseismic events have focused on 
mechanisms related to rock fracture during CO2 injection [8-10]. However, microseismic events 
at IBDP were reported during increases and decreases in CO2 pore pressure that are well below 
the fracture propagation pressure and not associated with rock fracturing [11].   
 
Acoustic emission (AE) is a measurement method that has applied to investigate mechanical rock 
stability in much different scales, from monitoring mine of some hundred meters down to testing 
core sample of few centimeters. The principal mechanism is the same regardless of the scale: the 
rapid release of elastic energy by the irreversible process of cracking or rupture and deformation 
within the rock radiates transient pulses of elastic wave energy as a mechanical energy release 
event. The wave propagation that emanates from the energy release event is detected by sensors 
mounted on the sample. In some cases, the location and nature of the source event can be estimated 
using inversion algorithms with the collected data. Earthquake events are analogous to AE but at 
the large scale. In recent years, some success has been achieved in understanding the onset of 
microseismic events and fracture development in hydraulic fracturing tests [12-14]. 
 
The Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) of the Prairie Research Institute has been working on 
the carbon and storage project, IBDP, which aims to facilitate commercialization of CO2 storage. 
Part of this effort seeks deeper understanding of the causes of microseismic events in porous 
storage rock before, during, and after injection of CO2. The effort includes laboratory experiments 
on CO2 and brine injected rock samples subjected to simulated subsurface conditions; this implies 
that the samples are subjected to high temperature and confining pressure using a core flood 
apparatus.  Researchers are interested to monitor microseismic events during a range of CO2 and 
brine injection and release conditions, especially those conditions that injection pressure is highly 
regulated below 80% of the reservoir fracture pressure. Consolidated rock samples of varying 
cementation and porosity were tested using confining and pore pressure that simulate the 
subsurface depth of the sample at IBDP. The AE measurement method is proposed to monitor 
microseismic events of samples in the core flooding apparatus while increasing and decreasing the 
pore pressure at varying magnitudes that most likely occur before, during and after injection. In 
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order to study AE characteristics owing to grain to grain contact during dilation and contraction of 
the pore space, a range of test samples will be evaluated.    
 
 
1.2 Objectives 
 
The overall objective of this investigation is to build a sensitive, reliable and consistent data 
acquisition system for monitoring microseismic (acoustic emission) events from rock samples that 
are tested in the core flooding test apparatus at ISGS, using confining and pore pressure that 
simulates the subsurface depth of the sample (drilled at a depth of 2935 ft) at the Illinois Basin-
Decatur Project (IBDP). Of particular interest is monitoring acoustic emission events that are 
caused by disruption of consolidated or poorly cemented geologic units rather than by direct 
fracture and faults in rock. The specific objectives of this investigation are: (i) to design and to 
evaluate samples that emit microseismic events of interest in a controlled manner for validation 
purposes; (ii) to develop a testing configuration for measuring microseismic events from the core 
flooding test apparatus, where a sample core is encased with a hydraulic oil loaded rubber sleeve 
that provides consistent confining pressure; (iii) to propose criteria for system noise elimination 
and for event characterization and localization; and (iv) to measure microseismic signals from rock 
samples with varying cementation and porosity characteristics subjected to core flooding tests. 
This work is expected to demonstrate that microseismic events caused by disruption of 
consolidated or poorly cemented geologic units can be detected and characterized using acoustic 
emission measurement equipment applied to a core flood test apparatus. 
 
 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
 
This thesis contains 5 chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction. Chapter 2 reviews past work 
on acoustic emission and its application in the study of rock stability. Chapter 3 introduces the 
experimental method, and describes the sample preparation, sensors and testing instruments used, 
the testing preparation and the testing procedures. Chapter 4 presents all the tests conducted so far 
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in a chronological order. Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the test results. Conclusions based on 
the work are provided in Chapter 6. In the appendices, the reader may find additional information 
such as computer code for data analysis and details of testing equipment.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
In this chapter, the fundamentals of acoustic emission (AE) are briefly introduced in relation with 
failure and fracture mechanics of materials. Common detection techniques of AE are summarized, 
followed by basic parametric analysis and localization methods. At the end of this chapter, recent 
applications of AE techniques in the study of rock stability are highlighted. 
 
2.1 Overview of Acoustic Emission 
 
When a material fractures, the stored strain energy that is released is transferred to crack nucleation 
and radiation of transient elastic waves. The latter phenomenon is known as acoustic emission. 
Since most sources of acoustic emission are damage (fracture) related, it is typically used to detect 
and locate damage in material and structures. Recent studies have also developed techniques to 
characterize AE source mechanisms i.e. crack initiation and propagation, friction and delamination 
etc.  
 
The difference between the AE technique and other non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods is 
that AE passively monitors the activity within the material, whereas other NDE methods attempt 
to examine the internal structures of the materials by applying wave sources to the tested material. 
This results in an advantage of AE techniques compared other NDE methods, that damage process 
in materials can be observed during the entire load history without any disturbance to the specimen. 
The disadvantage of AE techniques is that the service environments are generally very noisy, and 
the AE signals are usually very weak. Thus, signal discrimination and noise reduction are very 
difficult, yet critical for successful AE applications. Moreover, the commercial AE systems can 
only qualitatively estimate damage in the material and the remaining service life. Other NDE 
methods are still needed to do more thorough examinations and provide quantitative results.  
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2.2 AE Measurement Systems 
 
Most of the acoustic emissions can be detected in frequency range from 1kHz to 1MHz. Detection 
of AE signals is affected by environmental vibrations. In updated devices, the frequency range of 
the measurement is normally set above that of audio or environmental noises, using a band-pass 
filter to effectively eliminate background noises and to allow meaningful tests under usual 
laboratory environments. 
 
Figure 2.1 Structure of a typical AE detection system [15] 
 
Although the AE detection devices has advanced significantly in recent years, detection system 
are basically of the analog type as shown in Figure 2.1. The AE sensor detects the signal and 
converts dynamic motions at material surface into electrical signals. Because AE signals are weak, 
they are normally amplified by a preamplifier and a main amplifier. The amplifier is usually set to 
normally 100 times or so.  
 
The system response is formulated by the linear system described by 
 g t = 	f t ∗ w t  .       (2.1) 
 
This implies that the sensor response g(t) is obtained from the convolution of the source f(t) with 
the impulse response of the system w(t). Applying the Fourier transform to both sides of Eqn. 2.1, 
 G f = F(f)W(f)        (2.2) 
 
where G(f), F(f) and W(f) are Fourier transforms of g(t), f(t) and w(t), respectively. 
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Since the AE signals obtained by the sensor are very weak, they have to be amplified to be detected 
and recorded. All these influences can be assigned by different transfer functions. As a result, AE 
signal a(t) recorded by the system is mathematically represented by the convolution 
 a t = 	w/ t ∗ w0 t ∗ w t ∗ f t      (2.3) 
 
where w/(t) and w0(t) are transfer functions of filter and the amplifiers. It is important to know 
weights of these functions so as to eliminate their influences when characterizing AE sources 
theoretically.  
 
A contact type of sensor is usually employed in the AE measurement. This type of sensor has a 
piezoelectric element, known as PZT (lead zirconate titanate) in a protective housing illustrated in 
Figure 2.2. The piezoelectric element has many merits in application for its low cost, high 
sensitivity, selective frequency response and ease of handling.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Design of a typical AE sensor using piezoelectric elements [15] 
 
To calibrate and measure the sensitivity of AE sensors, a standard source using pencil lead break 
is usually employed. The pencil lead break used to simulate AE source is known as Hsu-Nielsen 
source which has been defined by ASTM, ASNT and EWGAE, and is illustrated in Figure 2.3 
[16,17]. A guide ring is recommended to be employed. Sensitivity of AE sensors should be 
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examined routinely employing the standard source, and variations within the channel shall be less 
than 3% in the voltage.  
 
Figure 2.3 Calibrated AE source [15] 
 
2.3 Parametric Analysis 
 
2.3.1 Conventional parameters 
The traditional AE techniques captures certain parameters, such as AE counts, peak levels and 
energy of an AE event, etc. The parameters commonly used for AE analysis are listed below: 
 
Hit: a signal that exceeded the threshold and causes a system to detect and save the data. The 
threshold here is a preset voltage level which has to be exceeded before an AE signal is detected 
and processed. One waveform shown in Figure 2.4 is counted as one AE hit.  
 
Amplitude: the peak voltage of a signal waveform. Amplitudes are expressed on a decibel scale 
instead of linear scale where 1uV at the sensor is defined as 0db. It is noted that the detected 
amplitude should be understood as the response of sensor after losing energy due to wave 
propagation, not to represent the emission-source.  
 
Duration: the time interval between the triggered time of one AE signal and the time it drops below 
the threshold, also illustrated in Figure, 2.4. The duration is generally expressed in microseconds 
(µs), depending on source magnitude and noise filtering. 
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Count/ring-down count/emission count: the number of times within the duration where one signal 
exceeds a present threshold. The signal in Figure 2.4 has nine counts. It is noted that “count” is 
strongly dependent on the employed threshold level and the operating frequency. Sometimes, 
counts between the triggering time over the threshold and the peak amplitude is referred as “counts 
to peak”, which is equal to four in Figure 2.4.  
 
Rise time: the time interval between the triggered time of AE signal and the time of peak amplitude 
is reached. The rise time is closely related to the source-time function and applied to classify the 
type of fracture or eliminate noise signals. 
 
Energy: the measured area under the rectified signal envelope. Energy is preferred to interpret the 
magnitude of source event over counts because it is sensitive to the amplitude as well as the 
duration, and less dependent on the voltage threshold and operating frequencies.  
 
RA (rise amplitude) value: a calculated parameter equal to “rise time” divided by “amplitude”. The 
RA values is commonly used to classify types of cracking.  
 
Average frequency (Fa): a calculated parameter equal to “AE ringdown counts” divided by the 
“duration”. It is used when signal waveforms are difficult to record. It is also used with RA value 
to characterize cracks. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Conventional time domain signal parameters for AE analysis [15] 
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2.3.2 Kaiser effect 
Kaiser effect refers to the absence of acoustic emission at loads not exceeding the previous 
maximum load level when material undergone cyclic loading patterns. It has been applied as to 
know the stress conditions of rock materials and concrete structures.  
 
To quantify the Kaiser effect in AE monitoring, the Felicity ratio (F-ratio, also known as load ratio) 
was proposed  
 load	ratio = 	 89:	;<0=	;:>:;	</	89:	<?@:	</	AB	C<?D8<ED?F89:	GE:>D<H@	;<0=	;:>:;	08	C0IDCHC  .   (2.4) 
 
Provided that the Kaiser effect is present, the F-ratio should be equal to 1.0. In very sound structure, 
this value could become larger than 1.0. This ratio could become lower than 1.0 as damage 
accumulated in the material due to repeated loading. Thus, the ratio is a good indication of the 
damage accumulation and structural integrity.  
 
AE activity during unloading is another indication of structural stability. Very few AE activities 
are observed in the unloading process if the structure is statically stable. This is quantitatively 
described by calm ratio  
 calm	ratio = 	 89:	?HCL:E	</	MHCH;08D>:	AB	0M8D>D8N	H?=:E	H?;<0=D?F8<80;	AB	0M8D>D8N	=HED?F	89:	O9<;:	MNM;: .   (2.5) 
 
In practice, the damage assessment is proposed to classify the damage levels as prescribed in 
Figure 2.5. The classification shall be applied to AE activity under incremental, cyclic and repeated 
loading. The particular values of load ratio and calm ratio to classify damage should be determined 
in advance from onsite observation and experimental results. For instance, 0.9 of the load ratio and 
0.05 of the calm ratio were suggested for the classification of a three-meter-long reinforced 
concrete beams tested under laboratory conditions [18].  
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2.3.3 Crack classification 
The source of AE can be classified into tensile cracks and other type cracks applying RA value 
and average frequency(Fa) described in section 2.3.1. Figure 2.6 illustrates the crack type 
classification method standardized in concrete materials [17].  
 
Figure 2.5: Illustration of damage evaluation using a combination of calm and load ratios [15] 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Illustration of crack type classification using a combination of average frequency and 
RA values [17] 
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2.4 Source Detection and Localization 
 
Quantitative methods in acoustic emission analysis require localization techniques to extract 
source coordinates of acoustic emission events as accurately as possible. The AE source location 
is usually defined as a point in space where the fracture initiated.  
 
Determining AE source location is an inverse problem. The source coordinates are calculated from 
the arrival time differences of elastic waves emitted by fracture and recorded at different sensors. 
The first arrival time of the AE wave at each sensor is the onset time of the compressional wave 
(P-wave). Onset of the shear waves (S-wave) could also be used either in combination with P-
waves if detectable. If the distance between the source and the sensor is only a few wavelengths, 
the onset of the S-wave is hidden in the coda of the P-wave. 
 
2.4.1 Automatic onset detection 
Automatic onset detection methods are essential when dealing with large data sets, but are also the 
most error-prone part of localization algorithms.  
 
The simplest form of onset picking is to use onset amplitude threshold picker. However, pure 
threshold picker is not applicable to weak AE signals with relatively small amplitude and signals 
with a high noise levels. An improved approach of threshold picker is called Short Term Average 
(STA) picker [20]. STA does not use the raw signal directly but define a characteristic function 
based on signal’s envelope.  
 
Another more popular approach to determine onset time is to model the signal as an autoregressive 
process. A time series of signal could be divided into locally stationary segments, each of which 
could be modeled as an autoregressive process. This method is known as Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC). The intervals before and after the onset time are assumed to be two different 
stationary time series. For a fixed order autoregressive process, the point with the minimized AIC 
function is the separation point of the two time series, and therefore the onset point [21].  
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2.4.2 Linear (1-D) localization 
The simplest method to locate the source of AE events is linear localization. The principal of this 
approach is that the sensor that records the arrival of the elastic wave first is the sensor closest to 
the source. Thus, the method only requires the coordinates of the sensors. However, to precisely 
determine the source location is difficult as the geometry of the structure tested can influence the 
accuracy of localization. Therefore, this method works best for a wire-like structure allowing 1-D 
localization, where the source can be determined as a 1-D point between two sensors. The AE 
velocity of the material tested is needed as well.  
 
Figure 2.7 illustrates how 1-D localization is implemented. The distance s between the two sensors 
is known, as well as the arrival time determined at each sensor (t1 and t2) and the wave velocity v 
of the material. The unknowns are source time t0 and the 1-D source location x0, which can be 
solved simultaneously from three equations 
 𝑣 𝑡R − 𝑡T = 𝑥R,𝑣 𝑡W − 𝑡T = 𝑥W,𝑥R + 𝑥W = 𝑠.      (2.6) 
 
 
Figure 2.7: 1-D localization model on a wire-like structure. The event source is marked by a star 
 
2.4.3 Planar (2-D) localization 
The planar localization technique is an enhancement of linear localization. It is typically applied 
to 2-D structures where the thickness of the structure is negligible.  
 
At least three sensors are needed for 2D localization. Assuming constant velocity and three 
measured arrival times t1, t2 and t3 of the elastic wave at three different sensors, the epicenter can 
be calculated by the hyperbola method, illustrated in Figure 2.8. The epicenter must be located on 
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a curve for which the arrival time difference between two sensors e.g. t2-t1 is constant. Such a 
curve is a hyperbola with the corresponding sensor coordinates of sensor 1 and sensor 2 as foci.  
 
Since generally one arrival time is greater than the other, e.g. t2>t1, the epicenter location is limited 
to one branch of the hyperbola. The hyperbolas of the other station pairs (t1, t3 and t2, t3) are 
calculated in a similar way. The epicenter is the intersection point of the three hyperbolas. Due to 
measurement errors, the three hyperbolas may not interest at one point. In this case using more 
than 3 sensors could improve localization accuracy and statistical measures must be applied.  
 
 
Figure 2.8: Illustration of 2-D localization of an event source using the hyperbola method [15] 
 
2.4.4 Higher order localization algorithms 
At least four sensors are needed to facilitate 3D localization. The use of more sensors than 
unknown location parameters results in the system of equations being over-determined. In this 
case, statistical methods such as least-squares are used.  
 
The arrival time is measured at each sensor is used as the reference value for a calculated arrival 
time. The calculated arrival time is computed based on trials of “guessed” location and a user-
defined velocity model. The location guess is corrected using the residuals between the measured 
and the calculated arrival time. The system has to be solved in a way that the residuals between 
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calculated and measured time at each sensor are minimized. Methods employed to solve this 
nonlinear problem include grid search, array localization, iterative localization [22]. Details of 
these methods will not be discussed here due to limit of length.  
 
2.5 Application of AE to Study Rock Stability 
 
Application of acoustic emission in evaluating rock stability includes mine monitoring and 
studying rock specimens in the laboratory. Although the scales are much different in these two 
situations, from hundred meters down to several centimeters, the principal mechanism is the same 
as the one introduced in section 2.1. The major differences between an event detected from a larger 
structure and a smaller one is listed in Table 2.1 [15]. The size of the source determines the duration 
of the primary pulse, and thus the upper limit of frequency spectra. It also determines the pulse 
duration since it is the reciprocal of pulse duration.  
 
Table 2.1 Comparison of signal parameter characteristics for large events (e.g. earthquakes) and 
small events (e.g. microcracks in rock) [15] 
Signal parameter Large events Small events 
Pulse duration Long Short 
Frequency range Low High 
Seismic energy High Low 
Frequency of occurrence Rare Frequent 
Covered area Large Small 
 
Based on the purpose and scope of this study, we will focus on the discussion of the application of 
AE measurement on rock specimens in laboratory. Previous studies on this subject can be divided 
into three categories based on the evaluation methods: a) simple event counting and parametric 
analysis; b) determining the spatial and temporal variation of hypocenters during microcrack 
formation; c) characterizing the source mechanism of precisely located AE events. 
 
Mogi [23] carried out one of the first laboratory AE measurements using simple event counting, 
and discovered the correlation between AE activity and inelastic strain rate. He also found 
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similarities between AE activity and earthquake occurrence: AE events obey the power law 
frequency-magnitude relation also observed for earthquakes. Lockner [24] pointed out in his article 
on the role of acoustic emission in the study of rock fracture that, acoustic emission studies which 
developed methods of predicting failure “could be applied to the problem of earthquake 
prediction”.  
 
The Kaiser effect is a well-known phenomenon is AE studies to provide information about the 
irreversible deformation in rocks. It has been used extensively to determine the in-situ stress, i.e. 
the stress at the place in the rock mass the cores came from [25-27]. Some standards about 
terminology, apparatus, testing procedure and results evaluation for the in-situ stress measurement 
had been established [28].  
 
Analysis on other acoustic parameters are applied to researches as well. Ranthnaweera et al. [29] 
used cumulative AE energy to identify crack initiation and crack propagation stages, when 
studying the sandstone specimens saturated in NaCl brines of varying salinity concentrations. 
Khazaei et al. [30] analyzed 73 uniaxial compression tests on weak to very strong rock specimens, 
by looking at the variations in b-values, total recorded acoustic energy and the maximum recorded 
energy for each test. 
 
A cluster is a series of AE events which are spatially and temporally related. The formation of 
clusters is mostly associated with failure at preexisting weakened zones, or formation of new 
cracks in high stressed zones. Analysis of the spatiotemporal variation of event hypocenters has 
improved our understanding of the progression of microcrack growth and clustering leading to 
rock failure [15]. This kind of analysis requires advanced source location methods. In a triaxial 
extension test of a cylindrical rock salt specimen, Eisenblatter et al. [31] classified 17,300+ located 
events detected by 12 AE sensors glued to surface of the specimen. The cluster analysis yields 297 
primary clusters, but most of these clusters comprise less than 10 events. The two biggest clusters 
have 142 (No. 1) and 81 (No. 2) events, respectively. As expected, the ultimate failure was a 
sudden tensile fracture at the position where cluster No.1 were located.  
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The most advanced studies focused on identifying the source mechanisms based on the collected 
AE data. Two methods are commonly used in source mechanism studies on rock specimens: fault-
plane solution method and moment tensor analysis [15]. The fault-plane solution method assumes 
the absence of volume changes, which is more adapted to the situation of tectonic earthquakes. 
When tested on rock specimens under uniaxial or triaxial load in the laboratory, volume changes 
such as dilatancy, cannot be ignored. The moment tensor method is more appropriate in this case.  
 
Fortin et al. [32] showed acoustic emission is capable of characterizing the failure modes of 
sandstone samples subjected to axisymmetric compression. A porous rock may fail due to shear 
localization, compaction localization, or cataclastic compaction [33,34]. Fortin showed that the 
acoustic signature of compaction localization and cataclastic compaction modes are similar in 
terms of source characteristics and evolution of event number, in comparison to the signature of 
the shear localization mode.  
 
2.6 Application of AE to Study Hydraulic Fracturing 
 
Hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking”, is a well stimulation technique in which rock is fractured by a 
pressurized liquid. The process involves the high-pressure injection of “fracking fluid” (primarily 
water, containing sand and other proppants) into a wellbore to create cracks in the deep-rock 
formations. The fissures created by fracking are held open by sand particles so that petroleum, 
natural gases or brine can flow up the well more freely.  
 
Increase in seismic activity along the dormant or previously unknown faults are sometimes seen 
during and after hydraulic fracturing. For this reason, hydraulic fracturing is under strict scrutiny, 
restricted even banned in some countries. In another light, microseismic monitoring is used to 
estimate the size and orientation of induced fractures, and to infer fracturing propagation rate [35]. 
Geomechanical analysis, such as understanding the formation material properties, in-situ 
conditions and geometries, helps monitoring by providing a better understanding of the fracture 
network, including the proppant distribution.  
Laboratory studies have been reported to characterize hydraulic fracture in a controlled setting, to 
understand geomechanical factors which affects the propagation of fracture networks based on the 
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acoustic emission observations. Maxwell et al. [36] showed that higher levels of differential stress, 
defined as the difference between the axial stress and the radial stress, creates more a planar 
fracture geometry in granite samples, with reduced number of AE events. Stanchits et al. [14] 
demonstrated that an increase in AE activity and anomalous sample deformation indicate fracture 
initiation prior to breakdown. Stanchits [12] also monitored hydraulic fracturing in heterogeneous 
rock samples (homogeneous sandstone blocks with man-made interfaces and heterogeneous shale 
blocks with weak natural interfaces). He found that the locations of AE hypocenters indicate the 
created fracture area at the intersection interfaces, and mapped fluid propagation along the 
interfaces, crossing the interfaces, and approaching the boundaries of the tested block. These 
studies offered insights to develop testing systems and techniques for monitoring AE in 
laboratories conditions. However, it should be noted that hydraulic fracturing is not the purpose of 
this particular investigation, and the physical properties of the microseismicity detected during 
fracking and during carbon storage are expected to vary considerably.  
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
3.1 Experiment Summary 
 
This investigation consists of three stages of testing. In Stage 1, some preliminary tests were 
carried out to examine the testing environment and the core flooding system upon which the data 
acquisition system of microseismic events would be built. In Stage 2, only confining pressure was 
applied to various samples in a controlled pattern to study their acoustic responses. In the process, 
the testing configuration evolved to eliminate noise and facilitate localization. In Stage 3, acoustic 
events emitted during core flooding test, with the core sample tri-axially loaded by confining 
pressure and pore pressure, were investigated. 
 
Stage 1 contains some arbitrary tests conducted to understand the core flooding apparatus and the 
testing environment. Concerns and suggestions we obtained from researchers on the IBDP project 
were considered to provide a more systematic testing plan. Some assumptions made during this 
stage proved to be incorrect later, and some less successful attempts were carried out in order to 
build a sensitive and reliable data acquisition system. Nevertheless, these trials paved the way for 
the tests in Stage 2, and some test results are documented in Chapter 4.  
 
Stage 2 comprises a series of tests with ramped confining pressure. We measured acoustic events 
of solid and split samples of PVC and quartz sandstone to mimic geologic units of different 
cementation, porosity and fault conditions. A six-channel testing configuration was developed to 
measure and localize acoustic events. Testing procedures and criteria were proposed to cut down 
on system noise generated during the test, and to eliminate noise in the parametric analysis later, 
so that “real” mechanical events characterizing sample state were identified. 
 
Stage 3 was built upon tests in Stage 2, with additional pore pressure applied axially on the sample. 
The pore pressure was applied in from of nitrogen. Tests of two loading/unloading patterns of 
confining and pore pressures were carried out on solid and split PVC samples, in order to better 
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understand the events generated in the process, and the interaction between confining and pore 
pressures.  
 
3.2 Specimen Preparation 
 
Cylindrical PVC and rock samples were tested in this study. PVC was selected to benchmark tests 
of rock samples, and was obtained from the ISGS workshop. Its pertinent material properties are 
listed in Table 3.1. The rock sample was a well-cemented quartz sandstone, which was excavated 
from Mt. Simon at a depth of 2935 ft. All the sample cylinders were 2.5 in. long and 1 in. in 
diameter. Some cylinders were cut into halves by an electric concrete saw at the Concrete Lab in 
Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory. They were either split through the axis or though the 
circumference. Pencil lead for mechanical pencils, which is a slender cylinder of graphite with a 
diameter of 0.5mm, was put between the split samples to provide defined AE sources. It was 
expected that either pulverization of pencil lead, or the cracking of the rock pieces induced by 
pencil lead would release acoustic emissions. Superglue was applied on top of the sample surface 
and pencil lead to glue them together. The amount of superglue applied was carefully controlled, 
as too much superglue could harden to form an unwanted rigid “support” between sample pieces, 
whereas too little could result in two sample pieces separated during the test. Pictures of selected 
samples are shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Properties of rigid PVC material [37] 
Property Rigid PVC 
Density, lb/in.3 4.697×10-2 ~ 5.238×10-2 
Yield strength, psi 4500 ~ 8700 
Young’s Modulus, psi 490,000 
Flexural strength, psi 10,500 
Compression strength, psi 9500 
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(a) (b) 
                                                       
(c)       (d) 
 
Figure 3.1: Test samples: (a) solid quartz sandstone sample; (b) split quartz sandstone sample 
(split through circumference); (c) split quartz sandstone sample (split through axis); (d) solid 
PVC sample 
 
3.3 Sensors and Instruments 
 
3.3.1 Acoustic emission data acquisition system 
The contact sensors used in this investigation were the accelerometers produced by PCB 
Piezotronics. Six accelerometers were used, three were PCB Model 353B15 (illustrated in Figure 
3.2(a)) and the other three were PCB Model 353C15. Pertinent specifications of the accelerometers 
are shown in Table 3.2. These two types of accelerometers are selected based on their high level 
of performance, reasonable price, and good compatibility with the core flooding system. In scope 
of this study, the effectiveness of two models of accelerometers in capturing signals were found to 
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be the same. Adhesive accelerometer mounting bases (shown in Figure 3.2(b)) were utilized to 
facilitate adhesively mounting an accelerometer to a test surface. 
 
      
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.2: (a) PCB 353B15 Type Accelerometer; (b) adhesive accelerometer mounting base 
[38] 
 
Table 3.2 Specification of accelerometers 
 PCB 353B15 PCB 352C15 
Sensitivity 
(±10 %) 
10 mV/g 10 mV/g 
Measurement Range ±500 g pk ±500 g pk 
Frequency Range 
(±10 %) 
1 to 10000 Hz 0.7 to 18000 Hz 
Resonant Frequency ≥70 kHz ≥50 kHz 
Temperature Range 
(Operating) 
-65 to +250 °F -65 to +250 °F 
Size-Height 0.43 in. 0.43 in. 
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The signals collected by accelerometers were conditioned using either PCB 441A101 or PCB 482C 
series signal conditioners, and then fed to a NI USB-6366 (Data Acquisition System) DAQ for 
computer aided data acquisition. The signal conditioners each have four working channels. 
Conditioner PCB 482C has incremental gain ranges from 0.2x to 200x, whereas PCB 441A101 
has fixed gains at 1x, 10x and 100x. In this study, the output voltage from the accelerometers was 
amplified 100 times, and the performance of two conditioners were found to be equivalent. Figure 
3.3 shows the two signal conditioners employed in the study. The DAQ enables simultaneous 
sampling across eight input channels with 2M/s sampling at a resolution of 16 bits. Figure 3.4 
shows the DAQ employed in the tests. 
 
                 
            (a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 3.3: Signal Conditioners: (a) PCB 482C Series Conditioner; (b) PCB 441A 101 
Series Conditioner 
 
 
Figure 3.4: NI USB-6366 DAQ 
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3.3.2 Core holder 
The core holder was a RCH series Hassler type core holder made by Core Laboratories. The core 
holder applies confining and axial pressure to the core sample, and are used for gas and liquid 
permeability measurement and other core flooding experiments. The confining pressure is applied 
by injecting hydraulic oil from the confining pressure port at bottom of the core holder. The core 
holder can operate under confining pressure in the radial direction as high as 10,000 psi. The axial 
pore pressure is applied by injecting fluid or gas through the flow line and the distribution plugs. 
Figure 3.5 shows the components of the Hassler core holder employed in the test. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: RCH-series Hassler Type Core Holder [39] 
 
To interchange the core test samples after confining pressure is released, the end plugs and 
distribution plugs are removed first, and then the core sample is removed from the sleeve. The 
sleeve and the end caps remained in place within the core holder. Spacers of 1 in. and 1.5 in. in 
length are provided to accommodate undersized cores. The distribution plug has a single 
inlet/outlet flow line for brine or gas.   
 
3.3.3 Hydraulic pump 
A hand operated hydraulic pump was used in this test to apply the confining pressure. The pump 
used in this test was a P-802 hydraulic lightweight hand pump produced by ENEPRAC. The 
maximum pressure it can apply is 10,000 psi. Its usable oil capacity is 155 in3. There are two stages 
for operation: the first stage is when the pressure is below 400 psi, and the second stage when 
pressure is between 400 to 10,000 psi. Pressure increase per stroke is much higher in the second 
stage compared to the first one. The output port of the pump is directly connected with the 
confining pressure port on the core holder, so that hydraulic oil can flow between the core holder 
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the pump. The pressure of oil is imposed on the confining sleeve encasing the core sample. Figure 
3.6 shows the hand pump employed in this test. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: ENEPRAC lightweight hand pump 
 
3.3.4 Pressure gauge and pressure data logger 
The confining pressure sensor was an Omega PX4200-6KGI Pressure Transducer. Its range is 0 to 
6K psig with an accuracy of ±0.25%. Its output ranges from 4 to 20 mA. Figure 3.7 shows the pore 
pressure transducer. The transducer is connected to the core holder by a port at the top middle of 
the core holder, which monitors the hydraulic oil pressure confined between the steel housing and 
rubber sleeve of the core holder. The output of the confining pressure sensor goes to the data logger 
described below.  
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Figure 3.7: Omega PX4200 pressure transducer  
 
 
 
Figure 3.8: WIKA UNITRANS universal pressure transducer 
 
The WIKA UNITRANS Universal Pressure Transducer, Type UT-10 was installed to monitor 
pore pressure. The pressure transducer is connected to the inlet valve of pore pressure at the left 
side of the core holder. Its measurement range is 0 to 7500 psi, with an error less than 0.05% of 
the full scale. The transducer features 4-20 mA 2-wire output signal, and a LCD screen to read 
pressure. Figure 3.8 shows the pore pressure gauge. Readings of the pore pressure gauge is 
automatically fed to the data logger described below.  
 
The DI-718B Module Data Logger System, developed by DATAQ Instruments, was used record 
confining and pore pressures. The interface of the data log is the ethernet, so any other internet 
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connections of the PC must be disabled during measurement. The output wires from the pressure 
gauge are screwed in the removable screw terminal blocks on the front panel. Figure 3.9 shows 
the DI-718B data logger. WINDAQ recording and playback software is used to review, measure, 
compare, and analyze waveforms during and after a recording session. The logger continuously 
measures for about 30 minutes at a sampling rate of 15Hz, and exports the data profile as csv file. 
 
   Figure 3.9: DI-718B data logger 
 
3.3.5 Preamplifier 
A SR560 low-noise voltage preamplifier, a product of Stanford Research Systems, was used with 
efforts to use self-made PZT chips to measure events. Figure 3.10 shows the preamplifier used. 
Gains are selectable from 1 to 50,000 in a 1-2-5 sequence. 
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Figure 3.10: SR560 low-noise voltage preamplifier 
 
3.4 Testing Procedure 
 
In the process of this study, multiple test setups were tried out to eventually build a reliable and 
working system. In this chapter, only the final optimized setups in Stage 2 tests and the latest setup 
of Stage 3 tests are reported.  
 
The testing procedures for tests in Stage 2 and Stage 3 are similar and both have five steps: (i) 
cleaning up the core holder before tests; (ii) placing sample inside the core holder; (iii) setting up 
signal acquisition system; (iv) applying varying confining and pore pressure to the core sample 
and monitor acoustic events; (v) examining the core sample state and cleaning testing apparatus. 
Step (i), (ii) and (v) are the same and mandatory for all tests. Step (iii) and (iv) are different for 
Stage 2 and Stage 3 tests in that pore pressure measurement was introduced only in Stage 3. As 
the result, pore pressure gauge was installed in Stage 3, and the loading/releasing of confining 
pressure and pore pressure are coordinated to achieve desired net pressure in the core sample. The 
specifics in each step are detailed in the following sections. 
 
3.4.1 Pre-test cleanup  
The inside of the core holder must be cleaned before every test. If not cleaned properly, the sand 
grains or pulverized rock pieces left in the holder from previous tests may cause significant amount 
of acoustic events. “Dust-off”, a refrigerant-based propellant cleaner, was used for cleaning, and 
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is shown in Figure 3.11. A standard procedure for cleaning should follow these steps: i) visually 
examine the cleanliness of the sleeve; ii) use dust-off to blow off the dust and sand grains inside 
the core holder; iii) wipe the core sleeve with wet paper towels (dry power towels found at the lab 
dampened with tap water) to remove grains stick on the sleeve; iv) use the dust-off again to dry 
the core sleeve. 
 
Figure 3.11: “Dust-off” brand electronic duster  
 
3.4.2 Placing sample in core holder 
Cylindrical sample must be placed inside the core holder before applying any pressure, as the 
sample also acts as a support to prevent excessive deformation of the sleeve inside the core holder. 
If no sample were inside while the confining pressure was applied, the core sleeve could potentially 
rupture and cause hydraulic oil to leak. 
 
One distribution plug and a 1.5 in. (38mm) long spacer are placed at either end of the sample. The 
end plugs are then screwed in the core holder. The distribution plugs, spacers and end plugs must 
remain in constant contact throughout the test, so the end blocks should be as tightened as possible. 
Otherwise, local high pressure might break the core sleeve, and the possible path for acoustic wave 
transmission from the sample to the end plug is cut off. In addition, the sample, end plug and spacer 
are positioned symmetric to the core holder’s axis to ease localizing events later. 
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3.4.3 Microseismic data acquisition system setup 
To attach the accelerometers to the steel housing of the core flooding apparatus, adhesive wax was 
first applied to fill in the tiny hole in the adhesive mounting base (shown in Figure X.) of the 
accelerometer. Then the base is secured to the core holder with superglue. Tight bond is critical, 
as the coupling may affect the resonant frequency of the sensing system. A total of six 
accelerometers are used in the current sensor system. Their positions are:  
 
•  Sensors of Channel 1 and 2 are mounted on the left and right end plugs, respectively; 
•  Sensor of Channel 3 is mounted on the curved surface of the steel housing at the center of 
the core holder;  
• Sensors of Channels 5 and 6 are attached on the same surface to the left and right of channel 
3 sensor; 
• Channel 4 is attached at the inlet of the hydraulic oil.  
 
Figure 3.12 shows the positions of the accelerometers. Not all six sensors are used in each test, e.g. 
only sensors of CH1, 2 and 3 are employed in the early test. Any deviation of sensor positions 
from the ones described here is detailed in the “Test equipment and setup” sections in Chapter 4. 
After each test, the pads on the accelerometer head are removed and cleaned in acetone. 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Accelerometer positions on the core flooding apparatus and numbering 
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Eleven BNC cables are used to interconnect the accelerometers, conditioners and the DAQ. To 
avoid biased acquisition of data, the average of Channel 1 and Channel 2 are taken as the trigger 
channel, denoted as “CH0” on the DAQ. Tee connectors are used to split and join the signals. 
Figure 3.13 shows the connection configuration of accelerometers, conditioner, DAQ and PC. 
 
Figure 3.13 Connection of accelerometers, conditioners and DAQ 
 
Signal Express software is used to control and configure the acoustic data logging process. The 
signal input range is set to ±10 Volts. The “acquisition mode” is selected as “N samples”, to enable 
continuous detection of multiple events unless manually stop the test. All responses are digitized 
in the time domain using 4000 samples, and acquired at a sampling rate of 2 MHz. The trigger 
type is set to “Analog Edge”. The trigger source, which is the average output of CH1 and CH2, is 
sent to CH0.  
 
Details of this implementation is described in section A pre-trigger of 2000 samples is included to 
the time domain response, which resulted in a record time of 2ms for each signal and a sample 
interval (SI) of 0.5 𝜇𝑠. New events are triggered when the rising slope of a signal in either CH1 or 
CH2 exceeds the level of 100mV, and then data is written to the file path set up in File Settings as 
*.txt files. The other setups are set to default values.  
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3.4.4 Increasing and decreasing confining pressure 
Confining pressure is applied by pumping hydraulic oil in the sleeve of within the core holder. As 
mentioned before, the hand pump used to apply the confining pressure has two operation modes: 
below 400 psi or above 400 psi. When the pressure exceeds 400 psi, pressure increase per stroke 
is higher and much more controllable. Therefore, measurements of pressure and acoustic events 
only start when once the confining pressure reaches 500 psi.  
 
Several different confining pressure sequences were applied. In most cases, three 
loading/unloading cycles per test, each with a maximum pressure of 1500, 2000 and 2500 psi, 
respectively were applied. This particular pattern is used to validate Kaiser effect in acoustic 
emissions. Figure 3.14 shows a typical schematic loading and unloading pattern of confining 
pressure, ignoring the time to ramp up and down the pressure, used in Stage 2 work efforts. 
 
Confining pressure is monitored by the pressure gauge (shown in Figure 3.7) installed at the center 
of the core holder, and then fed to the data logger (shown in Figure 3.9). The initial confining 
pressure after calibration is around 37 psi, which represents less than 2% peak pressure in each 
loading/unloading cycle. 
 
Figure 3.14 Example confining pressure profile applied in Stage 2 work 
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3.4.5 Increasing and decreasing pore pressure 
Pore pressure is applied by injecting nitrogen or brine axially through the distribution plug into the 
core holder in Stage 3 tests. Nitrogen gas is provided by a nitrogen tank with flow lines connected 
to the core holder. Figure 3.15 shows the instruments for pore pressure application and related 
monitoring devices. Figure 3.16 shows the nitrogen tank employed in the tests. There are two flow 
lines on the left and right side of the core holder, with pore pressure valves controlling its 
open/closed states. During the test only the flow line on the left of the core holder is open while 
the one on the right is closed. The calibrated initial pore pressure is around 19 psi.  
 
Two loading/unloading patterns of pore and confining pressure profiles are tested. The first one, 
shown in Figure 3.17, presents an attempt to study the variation of pore pressure while maintaining 
the confining pressure. The details of this loading pattern is described in section 4.17. The second 
loading pattern, shown in Figure 3.18, presents another attempt to study the effect of controlled 
net pressure, defined as the difference of confining pressure and pore pressure, on the tested sample. 
The details of this loading pattern is described in section 4.19. 
 
 
Figure 3.15 System setup for pore pressure application and measurement 
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Figure 3.16: Nitrogen tank with pressure regulators  
 
 
Figure 3.17: Example pore and confining pressure profiles applied in Stage 3 work, case I 
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Figure 3.18: Example pore and confining pressure profiles applied in Stage 3 work, case II 
 
3.4.6 Post-test cleanup 
After measurements stops, all valves are opened and the confining and pore pressure are released. 
The core sample is removed from the core holder for examination. The accelerometers are removed 
from the core holders and stains of superglue and adhesive wax are removed using acetone. DAQ 
and signal conditioners are powered off. If the sample is damaged during the test, the inside of 
core holder should be cleaned following the procedure described in section 3.4.1.  
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Experimental test set-ups, results, and discussion of those test results carried out from February to 
November, 2016 are documented in chronological sequence in this chapter. All the tests are 
identified by the date they were carried out, e.g. Test #021806 refers to the test performed on 
February 18th, 2016.  
 
  
4.1 Test #021806 
 
4.1.1 Test objective 
This was the first attempt to deploy the data acquisition equipment from our laboratory to the core 
flooding test apparatus at ISGS. The purposes of this test were a) to determine the sensor trigger 
level based on the environmental and system noise; b) to evaluate a tapping test with the ball 
impactor to check the system before actual tests; and c) to determine if changes in confining 
pressure can trigger acoustic events. 
 
4.1.2 Test equipment and setup 
The data acquisition system in this test was an early version and different from the complete and 
final testing setup described in Chapter 3. The core holder was placed on a lab desk at the Core 
Properties Lab at ISGS. No pore pressure was applied, and the flow lines were removed. A 
cylindrical fine grained quartz arenite sample was tested. Three spacers of 1 in. length were placed 
on the ends of core sample to accommodate the undersized sample. One spacer was put on the left 
of the sample, and two were put on the right. As shown in Figure 3.5, the spacers are positioned 
between the end plug and the distribution plug. It should be noted that in subsequent tests 1.5 in. 
spacers were placed on either end of the sample to build a symmetric testing fixture essential for 
localizing events. Four accelerometers were mounted on the steel housing of the core holder, as 
shown in Figure 4.1, corresponding to CH1, CH2 and CH3 (accelerometer positions shown in 
Figure 3.12) and an additional accelerometer placed on the end cap of the core holder nearby CH1. 
It should be noted the sensor mounted on the end cap was removed in subsequent tests as the signal 
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it captured was found to be very similar to that of CH1, but not as informative as other sensors. 
The trigger in this test was CH1 with various trigger levels tried out. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Core holder and accelerometers in Test #021816 
 
4.1.3 Results 
To determine the trigger level, data were collected from the sensing system with the rock sample 
in place continuously for five minutes, with no confining pressure applied on the core sample. As 
seen in Figure 4.2, which shows a time domain signal captured from CH1 measured with no 
confining pressure applied on the core sample and without pumping hydraulic oil. The signal 
represents the environmental and system noise of the testing configuration, and the maximum level 
of such noise was found less than 40mV. The trigger level was initially set to 50mV. However, 
this value was susceptible to the vibration of inlet flow line, which is the tube for gas/fluid to flow 
into the core holder, when the confining pressure was applied in the later tests by manually 
pumping hydraulic oil into the core holder.  
 
Figure 4.3 shows an event captured by sensors of CH1, CH2 and CH3 when lightly tapped on the 
left end plug nearby CH1 sensor with a solid steel ball impactor with 0.5 in. diameter. CH1 sensor 
captures the event first with highest amplitude, followed by CH3 and CH2, illustrated in Figure 
4.3. Note all three sensors display signal amplitude that is much higher than the environmental and 
system noise.  
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In the actual test, the confining pressure on the rock sample ramped up from 0 to 5000 psi at steps 
of 500 psi, and then back down to 0 psi at steps of 1000 psi. The trigger was set at CH1 with a 
level of 100mV. An “event” is any signal that is detected by the defined trigger sensor that 
represents a transient wave emanating from within the testing fixture, including the tested core 
sample. Eight events were detected in this process, of which four were detected during the upward 
ramp of confining pressure around 1000 psi, and two event when ramped up to around 4000psi 
and two when ramped down to around 2000 psi. The confining pressure and acoustic emission 
data were not collected and saved in this test because of technical issues with the data acquisition 
software.  
 
4.1.4 Discussion 
Determining the appropriate trigger level for acoustic events is critical, as continuous recording of 
data during a core flooding test generates an enormous data file that is very difficult to analyze. 
Setting an appropriate trigger allows detection of only those events with amplitude that surpasses 
a certain threshold. The trigger level should be slightly higher than the environmental and system 
noise level, so that the system is resistant to the noise and capable of capturing as many true events 
as possible. Based on the observed environmental and system noise of the testing configuration, 
the proposed trigger level for all subsequent events should be 100 mV.   
 
Tapping on the core holder with a solid steel ball impactor proved to be effective approach to 
check the data acquisition system before any actual tests, and should be carried out as standard 
practice for all following tests. The amplitude and relative arrival time of signals captured by 
different accelerometers reveal proper function of the sensing system. For instance, if the tapping 
was applied close to the CH1 sensor, this sensor should capture the event first with highest 
amplitude, followed by CH3 and CH2, as shown in Figure 4.3. The sequence is based on the 
positions of sensors, shown in Figure 3.5, and the tapping positions. If the amplitude and relative 
arrival time violates the appropriate sequence mentioned above, possible problems such as 
malfunctioning sensors and incorrectly instrumented equipment are identified.  
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Figure 4.2: Time domain signal collected from CH1 showing environmental noise content 
 
Figure 4.3: Time domain signals from tapping event applied to left end plug captured by CH1, 
CH2 and CH3 sensors 
 
Although events were detected when ramping up the confining pressure, it was hard to determine 
the nature of these events. They could either be true AE events generated inside the core sample 
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or additional system noise from the testing fixture that happens to exceed 100 mV. Because the 
data confining pressure data and AE events were not saved, it was impossible to carry our further 
parametric analysis of events detected and their correlation with the pressure. These data should 
be collected in future tests.  
 
 
4.2 Test #042506 
 
4.2.1 Test objective 
This test examines the mechanical responses of single solid and two-piece sandstone samples 
respectively. The two-piece sample is split along its circumference at 1/3 of its length caused by a 
preexisting fracture. This test was carried out in order to study the effect of pre-existing cracks and 
defects in the core samples on the acoustic emissions. More detected events in the defect sample 
were expected because of the potential for rubbing and grinding at the crack interface. The samples 
were subjected to a maximum confining pressure of 2500 psi and monitored with acoustic emission 
equipment. 
 
4.2.2 Test equipment and setup 
The cylindrical rock samples were made of well-cemented quartz sandstone. Slender pencil lead 
pieces with 0.0275 in. (0.7mm) diameter were placed between the two pieces of the split sample 
to provide extra sources of acoustic events, as described in section 3.2. The core holder was placed 
inside the constant temperature and humidity oven, and the door was left open during the test. 
Three accelerometers were mounted on the core holder at CH1, CH3 and the end plug close to 
CH1 (accelerometer positions shown in Figure 3.12). The trigger was CH1 at a level of 100 mV. 
Two spacers of 1 in. length were placed at each end of the core sample to accommodate the 
undersized sample. One spacer was put on the left of the sample, and the other was put on the right. 
 
4.2.3 Results 
The typical loading/unloading pattern of confining pressure shown in Figure 3.14 was followed, 
except that the pressure was not held for one minute after it was released in each cycle. The 
confining pressure profile is synchronized with the acoustic events that are indicated as red dots in 
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Figures 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. The synchronization process was carried out by matching the 
timestamp of an event recorded by DAQ with the data from the confining pressure logger, which 
is accurate to ±1 second. A total of 129 events were detected when testing on the solid sample, 
whereas 161 events were detected on the broken rock sample, as indicated in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. 
Most events were detected when the confining pressure ramped up, in particular when the pressure 
exceeded the maximal value in the previous cycle, which is consistent with the Kaiser effect 
typically found in acoustic emissions.  
 
The test samples were removed from the core holder for examination after the tests. As shown in 
Figure 4.6 there was no observable damage on the rock sample, and the pencil lead was not 
damaged or pulverized after the test. The white flakes that are seen are hardened super glue with 
which the pencil leads were mounted.  
 
4.2.4 Discussion 
Over one hundred events were detected when testing the solid and split sandstone samples. More 
events were detected in the split sample, which suggests that that preexisting crack and the pencil 
lead placed in between the rock pieces may increase the number of events detected. However, no 
signs of grinding and rubbing was observed on the interfacial pencil lead or the sandstone faces.  
Thus it is unclear that the extra number of events were acoustic emission events from pulverization 
of pencil lead or fracture in sandstone. No efforts to locate the source position of events were 
proposed in this test therefore it was difficult to determine the nature of events detected. Several 
testing procedures, later determined to be critical, were not strictly followed in this test, which 
could be the cause of the exceptionally high number of events. For instance, the core holder was 
not properly cleaned before the test; the oven door was not closed during the test to isolate noise 
from the testing fixture; the vibration of the inlet flow line of hydraulic oil was poorly controlled, 
etc. These issues were identified and solved in the future tests. 
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Figure 4.4: Applied confining pressure (line) on a solid rock sample (test #052506) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
 
Figure 4.5: Applied confining pressure (line) on a broken rock sample (test #042506) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.6: Split rock sample with interfacial pencil lead shown after the test 
 
 
4.3 Test #052306 
 
4.3.1 Test objective 
This test is a repetition of Test #042506, with some improvements made in an effort to reduce 
environment and system noise levels. Furthermore, this test investigates the potential to mount 
wave sensors closer to the core samples than that possible with the externally mounted 
accelerometers. Some empty space within the test fixture was identified, located between the 
spacer and the distribution plug. This space could potentially allow a small sensing element to be 
placed there, although the space is too small to allow placement of the PCB accelerometers. Some 
self-made PZT (piezoelectric) square chips were designed, fabricated, mounted and evaluated in 
this test for this purpose. 
 
4.3.2 Test equipment and setup 
The two-piece sandstone sample cut through its circumference at 2/5 of its length by an electric 
concrete saw was tested. Pencil leads were attached at the interface between the two pieces of the 
split sample. The core sample was inserted into the core holder such that the crack was close to 
CH1 side. Three accelerometers were mounted on the core holder at CH1, CH2 and CH3 at 
positions shown in Figure 3.12. The trigger was set at CH1 at a level of 100 mV. The other setup 
characteristics are the same as that described in the Stage 2 setup in Chapter 3.4.  
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To reduce environmental noise, the testing oven was closed during the test, and a rubber mat was 
placed under the core holder. A magnet was attached to the inlet flow line to limit its movement 
caused by pumping.  
 
One PZT chip of areal size 0.5×0.5 in.2 was cut from a PSI-5A4E piezoceramic sheet and glued to 
one distribution plug, as shown in Figure 4.7. Detail of the distribution plug geometry is shown in 
Figure 3.5. The distribution plug with the PZT chip was placed to the left of the core sample, close 
to the position of accelerometer CH1. Wires were soldered onto the PZT chip and connected to 
the preamplifier using an alligator clip. The amplified signal was then fed to the DAQ, with a gain 
of 200 times. Any time that CH1 was triggered by an event, the signal from the PZT sensor was 
also saved, similar to other non-trigger sensors.  
 
4.3.3 Results 
The confining pressure followed the loading/unloading pattern shown in Figure 3.14. The variation 
of the measured confining pressure with occurrence of acoustic events are presented in Figure 4.8. 
Sixty events in total were detected, which is about 33% of the events measured from a similar 
broken rock sample in Test #042506. A total of 48 events were detected in the upward ramp of 
confining pressure, whereas 12 events were detected in the downward ramp.  
 
Only nine events were detected by both the accelerometers and the PZT sensor; Figure 4.9 shows 
the time signal from one of those nine events that was detected by both CH1 accelerometer and 
the PZT chip. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the signal measured by the accelerometer is 27.2 
dB, whereas the SNR of measured by the PZT is 5.3 dB. The SNR is defined as the ratio of summed 
squared magnitude of “signal” portion of the recorded waveform to that of the “noise” portion of 
the waveform, expressed in units of dB. Here the “noise” portion refers to the first 1ms of time 
signal comprising 2000 data points shown in Figure 4.9(a) and (b). The “signal” portion refers to 
the next 1ms of time comprising 2000 data points; see Figures 4.9 (a) and (b). Therefore, the 
“signal” portion of waveform has the same duration as the “noise” portion. 
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4.3.4 Discussion 
The reduced number of events detected in this test compared to that in Test #052306 suggests that 
measures taken to control extraneous noise has some effect and that some of the previous events 
were caused by environmental or system noise.  
 
Limited success was achieved by the PZT chips. PZT only captured 15% of the number events 
captured by the accelerometer. PZT also shows relatively poor signal to noise ratio. The quality 
control of the electrical wire-PZT chip connection appeared to be poor, so the wires could be easily 
pulled off from the PZT. Because of these drawbacks, the plan to sense events with attached PZT 
patches was suspended; nevertheless, the study showed the possibility that, provided that sensors 
were small enough, sensors can be mounted inside the core holder close to the core sample rather 
than on the steel housing outside. There are some miniature accelerometers commercially available, 
but are approximately twice as expensive as the PCB accelerometers used in this study [40].  
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   Figure 4.7: Self-made PZT chips glued on the distribution plug 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Applied confining pressure (line) on a split rock sample (test #052306) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.9: Signal of the same event detected by (a) accelerometer at CH1; (b) the PZT chip on 
the left distribution plug 
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4.4 Test #052506 
 
4.4.1 Test objective  
This test was carried out in an effort to determine dominant wave paths within the internal core 
holder structure owing to acoustic events emanating from the tested sample. Two possible paths 
were proposed: Path #1, illustrated as a red arrow in Figure 4.10, starts from the hypocenter within 
the sample, passes through the distribution plug, spacer, end plug, and eventually reaches the 
accelerometer at position CH1; Path #2, illustrated as the green arrows in Figure 4.10, starts from 
the hypocenter, passes through the hydraulic oil sleeve to the metallic housing of the core holder, 
and eventually arrives at the same accelerometer position. Path #1 was considered a more desirable 
wave path for our measurements, as it is shorter, follows a path of a line along the core holder axis 
and thus would allow for straight-forward linear localization, and the signal is not damped by 
hydraulic oil when traveling across the confining sleeve. An approach to locate the axial position 
of a given event based on their arrival time at sensors of CH1 and CH2 was also proposed in this 
test.  
 
4.4.2 Test equipment and setup 
The core sample tested was a solid well-cemented quartz sandstone sample. Only two 
accelerometers, at positions CH1 and CH2 shown in Figure 3.12, were mounted on the core holder. 
Tapping tests at the CH1 side using a solid ball impactor with 0.5 in. diameter were carried out. 
No confining pressure was applied during the test. The trigger was set at CH1 at a level of 100 
mV. The other setup characteristics are the same as that described in the Stage 2 setup in Chapter 
3.4. To justify that proposed Path #1 is a valid path, we tapped on the left end plug nearby CH1 
sensor on the core holder with and without a core sample in place, and detected the response to 
that impact at both CH1 and CH2. This was repeated 20 times.  
 
A straight-forward 1-D procedure to locate the position of events along the length of the core 
sample is proposed here based on the assumption that Path #1 dominates the received responses: 
the sensor that records the arrival of elastic waves first is the sensor closest to the proposed event. 
To quantitatively describe if an event’s source location, the time difference for an event to arrive 
at CH1 and CH2 sensors is computed from the arrival times, denoted as Tdiff. The arrival time in 
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each signal is automatically picked by the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) algorithm. Provided 
the setup is symmetric, a negative Tdiff implies that the event arrives earlier at CH1, so the proposed 
event hypocenter is on the left side of the setup. Similarly, a positive Tdiff implies that the 
hypocenter is on the right. All recorded events could be represented in a histogram based on Tdiff 
to better understand the distribution of data.  
 
4.4.3 Results 
Figure 4.11 presents the signal captured by CH1 and CH2 sensors with and without a core sample 
when tapping was applied nearby the CH1 sensor. In both cases, the amplitude of signal captured 
by CH1 sensor is about 3.8mV. The amplitude of signal capture by the CH2 sensor from the test 
with a core sample in place is 0.17mV, whereas the amplitude of signal capture by the CH2 sensor 
from the test without core sample in place is 0.03mV.  
 
Table 4.1 includes the average and standard deviation of the arrival time differences between CH1 
and CH2 for events detected when tapping on the left end plug.  Because tapping was applied close 
to the CH1 sensor, the time difference is defined as the time for waves to travel from CH1 to CH2 
sensor. The results show that it takes on average 87𝜇𝑠 for an event to travel from the left to the 
right end plug if the core holder contains the sample, while it takes on average 102.5µs if the core 
sample is not in place.    
 
Only tapping tests were carried out in this test series. Thus, the data collected from the previous 
test (Test #052306) were used to demonstrate to the procedure to locate events that were detected 
by both CH1 and CH2 sensors during the confining pressure tests. Figure 4.12 shows the events 
detected with data from Test #052306. The proposed source location is axially localized in time 
based on the arrival time difference at CH1 and CH2.  A total of 31 events were localized on the 
left side of the testing fixture, whereas 10 events were localized on the right side. The most frequent 
occurrence of events is at Tdiff = -60𝜇𝑠. Only events with Tdiff ranging from −90𝜇𝑠 to 90𝜇𝑠 are 
considered and plotted in Figure 4.12 because this range is reasonable for events which were 
emitted from the region defined by the core holder; events outside of this time range are considered 
to be noise and are eliminated from consideration.  Details about determining this time range is 
discussed in section 4.4.4.   
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4.4.4 Discussion 
Results of the tapping test on core holder with and without the core sample show that the presence 
of the core sample affects the wave propagation within the core holder. If the core sample is in 
place, proposed Path #1 (see red arrow in Figure 4.10), comprising the core sample, distribution 
plugs, spacers and end plugs, allows waves to travel from the left end plug to the right end plug 
through the core sample. This also suggests that acoustic emission waves emitted in the core 
sample could reasonably travel from the core sample directly to the sensors on the end plugs. Path 
#1 is therefore viable, otherwise sensors on the left and right end plugs could not detected the 
waves. Based on the arrival time for an event to reach CH1 and CH2 sensors, acoustic events can 
be axially localized along assumed Path #1. It should be recognized that the core sample and the 
core holder components, such as the distribution plugs, spacers and end plugs must be in good 
contact with each other during the test. One way to check this is to screw in the two end plugs as 
deeply as possible into the core holder, and pull the inlet flow line slightly to check if there is extra 
space left allowing the sample to move. If so, the contact between the sample and the core holder 
components is poor, and the core sample and the core holder components should be reassembled 
inside the core holder.  
 
To characterize the location of a large set of events, an appropriate automatic onset detection 
method for signals should be used. Proper selection of the algorithm is critical but also the most 
error-prone part of localization algorithms. The AIC algorithm is widely applied to determine the 
onset time of a transient signal in seismology and acoustic emission studies [41, 42]. It has shown 
to be superior to the Hinkley-picker or an amplitude threshold picker [43], and produces 
sufficiently reliable results for acoustic emission localization. It should be noted that AIC should 
only be applied when the onset is within the sample window.  
 
A review of the collected data reveals that Tdiff of a small portion of the total population of events 
are orders of magnitude smaller (Tdiff << 0) or larger (Tdiff >> 0) than that of the majority of total 
events. These events are hypothesized to be either false determination of the arrival time by the 
AIC algorithm on low SNR signals, or late detection of the event such that the captured signal 
represents only a portion of the full signal recorded and not include the onset of the signal. 
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Therefore, determining a reasonable and acceptable range of Tdiff is useful to eliminate 
unreasonable signals. Because tapping was applied close to the CH1 sensor, the time difference is 
the time for waves to travel from the very left side of the core holder (CH1 sensor) to the very right 
(CH2 sensor) along proposed Path #1 when the core sample is in place. This time was found to be 
87	𝜇𝑠 as shown in Table 4.1. Thus, ±90𝜇𝑠 was selected as the reasonable range of Tdiff to represent 
events that exhibit reasonable Tdiff within the axial length of the core holder, but not necessarily 
within the core sample. Events with Tdiff that are out of this range are considered to be noise and 
discarded unless specified otherwise. 
 
Figure 4.12 shows that more detected events came from the left side of the testing fixture in the 
previous test (Test #052306), yet it cannot tell the precise spatial coordinates of these events, as 
the wave types and velocity in the core sample and core holder components were unknown. The 
skewed distribution of events could be explained by that the fact that crack was on the left side of 
the sample.  It could also be caused by that our detection of events was biased, as the trigger was 
set at CH1, which is located on the left end plug.  
 
 
Figure 4.10: Two possible paths (shown by red (path #1) and green (path #2) lines) for the waves 
to reach the sensor on the end plug 
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(a) 
                                 
(b) 
Figure 4.11: Tapping test signals obtained from core holder (a) with core sample inside, and (b) 
without core sample inside 
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Table 4.1: Arrival time data from tapping tests on the core holder with and without a core sample 
 Tapping with a core sample Tapping without a core 
sample 
Average Arrival Time 
Difference, µs 86.9 102.5 
Standard Deviation of  
Arrival Time Difference, µs 4.7 13.8 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional to axial positions) of events 
detected in Test #052306 
 
 
4.5 Test #052706 
 
4.5.1 Test objective 
This test investigated if the defined location of events sampled is dependent on which channel is 
defined to be the trigger sensor.  In the previous test (Test #052306), the trigger was set to be CH1 
on the left end plug, at a threshold level of 100mV. In that test, the detected events were clustered 
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mostly on the left side of the testing fixture. In this test, the trigger level was maintained at 100 
mV, but CH2, mounted on the right end plug, was defined to be the trigger.  
 
4.5.2 Test equipment and setup 
The core sample was the same two-piece split rock sample used in Test #052306. Pencil leads 
were attached at the interface between the two pieces of the split sample. The core sample was 
inserted into the core holder such that the crack was located closer to CH1 side, in the same 
configuration as Test #052306. Three accelerometers were mounted on the core holder at CH1, 
CH2 and CH3, where the sensor position are shown in Figure 3.12. The trigger was set to CH2 at 
a threshold level of 100 mV. The other setup characteristics were same as that described in the 
Stage 2 setup in Chapter 3.4.  
 
4.5.3 Results 
Figure 4.13 shows all 81 detected events synchronized with the confining pressure profile. In this 
test more events were detected than the 60 events detected in Test #052306. These events are 
axially localized based on the arrival time difference at CH1 and CH2 using the method described 
in Test #052506. It should be pointed out that only events whose Tdiff ranging from -90 to 90µs 
were considered and plotted in Figure 4.14; the reasons of selecting this range is discussed in 
section 4.4.4. The results are presented as a histogram in Figure 4.14. The predicted location of 14 
events were on the left side of the testing fixture, whereas 52 were located on the right side. The 
most frequent occurrence of events is at Tdiff = 70𝜇𝑠.  
 
4.5.4 Discussion 
Although the number of events detected in this test was approximately similar to that detected in 
Test #052306, the distribution of predicted location of the sources of these events is different. 
More events were clustered on the right side of the testing fixture in this test when the trigger was 
set at CH2. When the trigger was located on the left side of the fixture (CH1 in Test #052306) the 
predicted location of most events were clustered on the left side. This suggests that biased sampling 
exists, depending on if the trigger was set to CH1 or CH2. The system is prone to collect more 
events whose sources are closer to the trigger sensor. This problem is addressed in Test #062006. 
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Figure 4.13: Applied confining pressure (line) on a split rock sample (test #052706) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
 
Figure 4.14 Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional to axial positions) of events 
detected in Test #052706 
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4.6 Test #060306 
 
4.6.1 Test objective 
The AE responses of two new types of core samples subjected to cyclic loading of confining 
pressure were investigated in this test.  
 
The first type of sample tested was a solid PVC sample. PVC was selected as a benchmark material 
because it is not expected to emit AE events with confinement loading. Thus the results of PVC 
could help improve understanding of testing system and fixture noise. The second type of sample 
tested was a two-piece sandstone sample split (cut) through its axis. A previous test of a sandstone 
sample split through its circumference, described as in Test #042506, revealed no damage to the 
sample or the pencil lead placed between the sample pieces after the test. Therefore, it was 
uncertain whether any fracture-induced AE events were generated in that previous test. The 
sandstone sample split along the axis is a new design which was expected to generate events when 
subjected to confining pressure so that “real” AE events could be generated and measured. 
 
4.6.2 Test equipment and setup 
The solid PVC sample tested is shown in Figure 3.1(d). It has the same geometry as the solid 
sandstone samples described in section 3.2. The sandstone sample was cut along its axis by an 
electric water-cooled saw at the concrete lab. Four pencil lead cylinders of 0.5mm in diameter 
were placed at the interface of two sample pieces, positioned 0.8 in. to the left end of the sample, 
as shown in Figures 3.1(a) and (b). The pencil leads used is specified in section 3.2. Three 
accelerometers, CH1, CH2 and CH3, were mounted on the core holder as shown with sensor 
positions in Figure 3.12. The trigger sensor was CH1 at a threshold level of 100mV. It should be 
noted that in this test, the biased sampling of data mentioned in Test #052706 was not properly 
addressed in this test. The other setup characteristics were the same as that described in Section 
3.4.  
 
4.6.3 Results 
A total of 51 events were detected in the solid PVC sample, and these events are synchronized 
with confining pressure profile shown in Figure 4.15. Most events were detected in the upward 
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ramp of confining pressure, in particular after the pressure exceeded the maximal value in the 
previous cycle. Events are also “localized” with regard to the arrival time difference of the data 
collected from CH1 and CH2 and presented as a histogram shown in Figure 4.16. The relative 
horizontal axial position can be assessed from the figure as discussed in section 4.4. It should be 
recognized that only the events with Tdiff in the range from -90 to 90𝜇𝑠 are assumed reasonable, as 
stated in section 4.4. A total of 18 events are localized at the left side of the core holder, whereas 
11 events are localized at the right side. The other 22 events were out of range and thus discarded 
from consideration. The “peak” in Figure 4.16, which represents the most frequent occurrence of 
events, occurs at Tdiff = -60	𝜇𝑠. No damage was observed on tested PVC sample when it was taken 
out from the core holder for examination after the confining pressure was applied. 
 
For the spilt sandstone sample, a total of 1213 events were detected, approximately 20 times the 
number of events detected in the sample split through its circumference in Test #042506. These 
events are synchronized with confining pressure profile presented in Figure 4.17. These events are 
also localized based on the arrival time difference at CH1 and CH2, as presented in Figure 4.18. 
Two “peaks” in the histogram representing the two most frequent occurrences of events are located 
at Tdiff = -27 𝜇𝑠 and Tdiff = -10 𝜇𝑠. The pencil leads placed between the split rock sample pieces 
were completely pulverized after the test, as shown in Figures 4.19(a) and (b). One of the halves 
fractured through its thickness at the position where the pencil leads were placed. A considerable 
amount of sand grains was found at the interface of sample pieces and on the core sleeve. 
 
4.6.4 Discussion 
The pertinent properties of PVC are listed in Table 3.1. PVC was selected because it is 
homogeneous at the microscale and shows linear elastic behavior at the level of applied stresses 
as compared with sandstone. If the only external force on the core sample is the confining pressure, 
the maximal internal stress equals to the applied confining pressure, which is less than half of the 
PVC’s fracture strength at room temperature. Therefore, PVC sample was expected not emit any 
sort of mechanical events or acoustic waves during loading. The test results, on the contrary, show 
that a significant number events were detected from the PVC sample. The events could either be 
real AE events, system noise, or the rubbing and grinding of the PVC sample against the core 
sleeve and the remaining sand grains left in the core holder. 
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The exceptionally large number of events and the damaged state of the tested sample suggest that 
the split sandstone sample produced many mechanical events under applied confining pressure. 
The distribution of localized events, shown in in Figure 4.16, is skewed to the left, and Tdiff of the 
two “peaks” representing the most frequent occurrences of localized events are both negative. This 
indicates that more mechanical event sources were located on the left side of the testing fixture, 
consistent with the fracture on the left half of the sample at the position of the pencil leads. The 
test results of the split sandstone sample also imply that we could control the position of fracturing 
in the sample, which could be helpful in developing controlled methods to spatially localize events.  
 
Figure 4.15: Confining pressure (line) applied to a solid PVC sample (Test #060306) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.16: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
events detected in the PVC sample (Test #060306)  
 
Figure 4.17: Confining pressure (line) applied to a split sandstone sample (Test #060306) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.18: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional to axial position) of localized 
events detected from a split sandstone sample (Test #060306) 
 
   
                                       (a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 4.19: Two-piece sandstone sample split along its axis after test: (a) two halves of split 
sample showing cracking; (b) one half showing pulverized pencil lead 
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4.7 Test #062106 
 
4.7.1 Test objective 
In this test, a new trigger system was developed to solve the bias sampling problem discovered in 
Test #052506 and Test #052706. In those previous tests, the trigger was set at either CH1 or CH2, 
and the system was prone to collect events with source locations that are closer to the particular 
trigger sensor. As a result, biased data could be obtained, leading to misinterpretation of the 
damage distribution within the core sample.  
 
4.7.2 Test equipment and setup 
The new triggering system was identified as “CH0”. Three tee connectors and 11 BNC cables were 
used to split and join the signal from CH1 and CH2. The idea is to first split the signals from CH1 
and CH2 using two tee connectors, then feed them to the four input channels in the conditioner. 
At the output of the conditioner, the signals from CH1 and CH2 are combined and feed to “CH0”, 
which is then defined as the trigger channel.  An illustration of this setup is shown in “Conditioner 
A” in Figure 3.13. 
 
Two accelerometers associated with CH1 and CH2 were mounted on the core holder. Tapping 
tests at both CH1 and CH2 sides were carried out. No confining pressure was applied. The other 
setup characteristics were the same as that described section 3.4. The core sample tested was a 
solid sandstone sample.  
 
4.7.3 Results 
The time signals obtained from tapping tests applied to the left and right end plugs are shown in 
Figure 4.20. When the tapping test is applied to the left end plug, the arrival in the signal from 
CH1 arrives earlier and with higher amplitude than that on CH2. The combined channel “CH0” 
averages the signals from CH1 and CH2, and has the same onset time of CH1. Similar observations 
were made when the tapping test was applied to the right end plug, except that the first arrival in 
the CH2 signal arrives earlier with higher amplitude than that of CH1. The combined channel 
“CH0” still averages the signal of CH1 and CH2, and has the same pulse arrival time as that of 
CH2.  
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4.7.4 Discussion 
An ideal sensing system that is immune of bias should record events if the signal in either CH1 or 
CH2 reaches the trigger threshold level. However, the current version of the Signal Express 
software used to collect the data cannot facilitate this function directly, and attempts to achieve 
this using Labview software code were not successful. After some work, a combination of CH1 
and CH2, “CH0”, was introduced to solve this problem. Details of implementing this channel is 
described in section 4.7.2.  
 
Results from the tapping tests shown in Figure 4.20 suggest that the combined channel “CH0” is 
sensitive to tapping initiated at either CH1 or CH2. The arrival time of the signal provided by 
“CH0” equals the earliest arrival time in either CH1 or CH2. Therefore, the AE data acquisition 
system employing this “CH0” trigger should be able to collect events independent of the relative 
distance of the event source to the CH1 and CH2 sensor. This new trigger system would be 
employed in all subsequent tests. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.20: Time domain signals from CH1 and CH2 and combined channel “CH0” when 
tapping at (a) left end plug (close to CH1); (b) right end plug (close to CH2) 
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4.8 Test #062306 
 
4.8.1 Test objective 
This test studies the importance of properly cleaning the inside of the core holder before any tests. 
Two tests were carried out using a solid PVC sample. The first test was conducted on a “uncleaned” 
core holder with a considerable amount of sand grains attached on the core sleeves. The second 
one was conducted on a “cleaned” core holder, with sand grains removed, as much as possible, 
from the sleeve and core holder.  
 
4.8.2 Test equipment and setup 
A solid PVC core sample was tested. Three accelerometers were mounted on the core holder at 
the CH1, CH2 and CH3 positions shown in Figure 3.12. The trigger was set at the combined 
channel “CH0” at a level of 100mV, as described in section 4.7. The cleaning procedure performed 
uses wet paper towels and electronic duster to remove sand grains attached on the core holder 
sleeve; details of this procedure are found in section 3.4.1. The other setup characteristics were the 
same as that described in Chapter 3.4. The sand grains left inside the core holder were from the 
fractured sandstone sample in Test #060306.  
 
4.8.3 Results 
When tests on the “uncleaned” core holder were carried out, 344 events were detected. More events 
were detected during the upward ramp of confining pressure, in particular after the pressure 
exceeded the previous maximal value, as illustrated in Figure 4.21. After the core sleeve was 
cleaned by wet paper towels and an electronic duster, only 40 events were detected following the 
same test, shown in Figure 4.22. No damage was found on the PVC sample after the tests.  
 
4.8.4 Discussion 
The results showed that cleaning the core sleeve to remove attached sand grains significantly 
reduced the number of events detected. The obtained results demonstrate that about 90% fewer 
events were detected after the core holder was cleaned. This suggests that most events detected 
when tested on a “uncleaned” setup are caused by rubbing and grinding of sand grains attached on 
the core sleeve against the PVC sample, which was irrelevant to the material used or damage in 
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the sample. Therefore, proper cleaning of the inside of the core holder before any actual tests is 
essential. No events are expected when solid PVC samples are tested; however, many (40) events 
still are detected after the applied cleaning procedure, thus a more thorough cleaning procedure is 
likely needed. A more complete cleaning procedure, using an electronic duster and wet paper 
towels, was established and carried out in subsequent tests. This complete and thorough procedure 
is detailed in Section 3.4.1. 
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Figure 4.21: Confining pressure (line) applied to a solid PVC (Test #062306) and occurrence of 
detected acoustic events (points), tested on an uncleaned core holder 
 
Figure 4.22: Confining pressure (line) applied to a solid PVC sample (Test #062306) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points), tested on a cleaned core holder 
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4.9 Test #070606 
 
4.9.1 Test objective  
This test investigated three types of core samples used in previous tests but this time employing 
the newly introduced unbiased trigger system and cleaning procedure. Data collected with these 
improvements in experimental setup were expected to reduce noise and better capture the AE 
activity from the tested sample. 
 
4.9.2 Test equipment and setup 
Tests on different sandstone samples were carried out: a solid sandstone sample, a sandstone 
sample split along its axis, and a sandstone sample split through its circumference. Pencil leads 
were attached at the interface between the two pieces for the spilt samples. For the sample cut 
along its axis, pencil leads were attached at the interface at the position of 0.7 in. to the left end of 
the sample. The sample split through the circumference was cut at 2/5 of its length, with pencil 
leads attached on the split interface. Three accelerometers at positions CH1, CH2 and CH3 were 
mounted on the core holder at the positions, shown in Figure 3.12. The tests employed the trigger 
system set at “CH0” developed in Test #062106 and the cleaning procedure established in Test 
#062306. The “CH0” trigger system solved the biased sampling of events, and the cleanup 
procedure significantly reduces system noise caused by residual sand grains within the core sleeve.  
The other setup characteristics were the same as that described in the Stage 2 setup in Chapter 3.4. 
 
4.9.3 Results 
The relations between applied confining pressure and the occurrence of detected mechanical 
events are shown in Figures 4.23, 4.25 and 4.27. For the solid sandstone sample (Figure 4.23) a 
total of 37 events were detected, which is only about 30% of the number of events detected in Test 
#042506 and is a similar test except that the core holder had not been cleaned in the previous. The 
arrival time difference of detected events based on data from CH1 and CH2 were calculated, and 
relative source location along the fixture axis was inferred from those data as detailed in section 
4.4. Histograms presenting those data are shown in Figure 4.24. A total of 26 events were detected 
from the left side of the testing fixture, while 8 were detected from the right side. The test sample 
was examined after the test and no observable damage was found. 
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A total of 18 events were detected from the rock sample split through the circumference, which 
was approximately 30% of the number of events detected in Test #052706 from the same type of 
core sample but on an “uncleaned” core holder. The events and the applied confining pressure 
profile are shown in Figure 4.25. These events are again localized in time, and the data are shown 
in Figure 4.26. Nine event sources were located on the left side of the testing fixture, whereas six 
were located on the right. No damage was found on the tested sample surfaces or the pencil leads. 
 
A total of 278 events were detected when tested on the rock sample split along its axis, which was 
approximately 25% of the number of events detected in Test #060306 from the same type of core 
sample but on an “uncleaned” core holder. Figure 4.27 shows the detected events synchronized 
with the applied confining pressure profile. The predicted locations of event sources in time are 
illustrated in Figure 4.28. The “peak” in the histogram representing the most frequent occurrence 
of events was at Tdiff = -30 𝜇𝑠. The sample was taken out from the core holder after the test for 
examination. Cracking through the thickness of the sample was found at the positon of the pencil 
lead, shown in Figure 4.29. The pencil leads placed between the sample pieces were completely 
pulverized. 
 
In order to more carefully evaluate the damage in core samples, the load and calm ratios, 
introduced in Chapter 2, were calculated to quantify the Kaiser effect in each test. Load ratio is 
defined as the load level at the onset of AE events divided by the previous maximum applied load 
level. Greater load ratio indicates less damage [15]. Calm ratio is defined as the number of 
cumulative AE activity during unloading processes divided by the total AE activity for the whole 
cycle. Greater calm ratio suggests more damage [15].  
 
Based on the general applied loading/unloading pattern shown in Figure 3.14, the events detected 
in the first, third and sixth cycles were selected to calculate load and calm ratios. These cycles 
were selected because the respective nominal maximum pressures are 1500, 2000 and 2500 psi, 
successively exceeding the previous maximum loads so that calm ratios of these cycles can be 
calculated. Table 4.2 lists the parameters needed to calculate load and calm ratios of the solid 
sandstone sample. The load ratio of the third cycle, for instance, is the pressure at the occurrence 
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of event in the third cycle (1365psi) divided by the maximal pressure in the first cycle (1500psi). 
The calm ratio of the third cycle is the number of events detected during pressure release (4 events) 
divided by the total number of events detected (11 events). The calm and load ratios of three types 
of core samples are calculated and shown in Tables 4.3 to 4.5.  
 
Table 4.2: Pertinent parameters for calculating load and calm ratios of the solid sandstone sample 
 Onset  
pressure, psi 
Maximum 
pressure, psi 
Total number of 
events 
Events detected 
during unloading 
First cycle 656 1500 11 1 
Third cycle 1365 2015 11 4 
Sixth cycle 2242 2504 7 2 
 
Table 4.3: Load and calm ratios for solid sandstone sample (Test #062306) 
 First cycle* Third cycle Sixth cycle 
Load ratio -- 0.91 1.11 
Calm ratio 0.09 0.36 0.29 
*The load ratio is invalid for the first cycle, as no pressure was applied before the first cycle 
 
Table 4.4: Load and calm ratios for sandstone sample split through circumference (Test 
#062306) 
 First cycle Third cycle Sixth cycle* 
Load ratio -- 1.21 >1 
Calm ratio 0.14 0.33 1 
*No events were detected during the upward ramp of pressure in the sixth cycle.  
 
Table 4.5: Load and calm ratios for sandstone sample split through axis (Test #062306) 
 First cycle Third cycle Sixth cycle 
Load ratio -- 0.97 0.84 
Calm ratio 0.015 0.033 0.161 
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4.9.4 Discussion 
Fewer events were detected in these test compared to previous tests on the same types of tests and 
core samples except that the cleaning procedure was not employed in the previous. The results 
indicate that the cleaning procedure significantly reduces anomalous events (noise) caused by sand 
grains that remain inside the core holder from previous tests.  
 
Most events detected were localized on the left side of the testing fixture for the solid rock sample, 
despite the fact that an unbiased two-trigger sampling system was employed. This phenomenon 
could be caused by inhomogeneous composition of the tested sample and/or local system noise 
that occur from the left side of the testing apparatus.  
 
Fewer events were detected for the sample split through circumference than for the solid rock 
sample. The location of the events detected from the split sandstone sample were more evenly 
distributed along the axis of the testing fixture. This suggests that the preexisting crack on the left 
side of the sample and the pencil lead placed at the interface between sample halves did not 
contribute much to acoustic emission activity. This finding is consistent with the observed sample 
condition after tests where no obvious damage was identified to the rock sample and interface 
pencil leads. 
 
When the sample split along the axis was tested, many more events were detected. The histogram 
showing the distribution of source locations has a dominant “peak” at Tdiff = -30 𝜇𝑠, and was 
deemed to be associated with events at the position of fracture shown in Figure 4.28.  
 
The damage condition of samples could be inferred from the load ratios of three samples. 
Cumulative damage within the material undergone cyclic loading decreases the load ratio and 
increases the calm ratio [15]. The load ratio of the solid sandstone sample in the third 
loading/unloading cycle was higher than that in the sixth cycle, so it can be concluded that not 
much damage accumulated in the sample. Similar observations were made in the sample split 
through the circumference. The load ratio also works for the sandstone sample split along its axis 
where it decreases from the third cycle to the sixth cycle, which indicates the severe damage 
observed on the specimen after test.  
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For the solid sandstone and sandstone sample split through its circumference, it was hard to 
interpret the calm ratio results. This is because the number of events detected from these two types 
of core samples per cycle was too small (≤10) to derive calm ratios at a statistically significant 
level. For the sandstone sample split along its axis, the calm ratio was a clear indicator of 
accumulated damage, as the calm ratio increases with more cycles of loading/unloading. 
 
Figure 4.23: Applied confining pressure (line) on a solid rock sample (test #070606) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.24: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional to axial positions) of events 
detected from a solid rock sample (Test #070606) 
 
Figure 4.25: Applied confining pressure (line) on a rock sample split through circumference 
(Test #070606) and occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.26: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional to axial positions) of events 
detected from a rock sample split through circumference (Test #070606) 
 
Figure 4.27: Applied confining pressure (line) on a rock sample split through axis (Test 
#070606) and occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.28: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional to axial positions) of events 
detected from a rock along axis (Test #070606) 
 
 
Figure 4.29: Sandstone sample split along the axis after test (Test #070606) 
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4.10 Test #071906 
 
4.10.1 Test objective 
A new two-piece sandstone sample split along the axis was tested, with pencil lead attached on the 
interface closer to the right end of the sample. This test is carried out to confirm that the current 
testing fixture and localization method is capable of detecting and locating mechanical events from 
within the core holder, independent of the cracking position in the core sample. 
 
4.10.2 Test equipment and setup 
The accelerometer “CH4” in Figure 3.12 was introduced to the setup in this test. The CH4 sensor 
was mounted to the inlet of the hydraulic oil to monitor extraneous noise, in particular that of the 
vibrations from the hydraulic oil pump. Thus, a total of four accelerometers were used in this test. 
The core sample tested was a sandstone sample split along its axis. Pencil lead was attached on the 
split interface at a position 1/5 of its length, close to the right end of the sample. The other setup 
characteristics were the same as those described in Chapter 3.4. 
 
4.10.3 Results 
A total of 1008 events were detected, and they are synchronized with the applied confining 
pressure profile illustrated in Figure 4.30. Although most events were detected during the upward 
ramp of confining pressure, a consider amount of events were detected when releasing the pressure, 
or in loading/unloading cycle with maximal pressure values less than previous cycles. The detected 
events are localized based on the arrival time difference between CH1 and CH2 shown in Figure 
4.31. The distribution of detected events skewed to the right side. The “peak” in the histogram, 
which represents the most frequent occurrence of events, is at Tdiff = 14𝜇𝑠. 
 
The load and calm ratios of the tested sample in the first, third and sixth cycles are calculated 
according to the procedure described in section 4.10 and are listed in Table 4.6. The load ratio in 
the sixth cycle is greater than that in the third cycle, whereas the calm ratio in the first cycle is less 
than that in the third and sixth cycle.  
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Table 4.6: Load and calm ratios of sandstone sample split through axis (Test #062306) 
 First cycle Third cycle Sixth cycle 
Load ratio -- 0.60 0.54 
Calm ratio 0.033 0.077 0.076 
 
Two cracks formed along the diameter of tested sandstone sample, as illustrated in Figure 4.32. 
One major crack (Crack I) was found on the right side of the sample, at the position nearby where 
pencil lead was placed; the other minor crack (Crack II) was found roughly at the center of sample. 
Considerable amounts of sand grains was found between the sample pieces and on the core holder 
sleeve after the test. 
 
4.10.4 Discussion 
In previous two tests (Test #060306 and Test #070606) on sandstone samples split along the axis, 
the locations of detected AE events were found clustered at the left side of testing fixture. The 
skew distribution of events to the left was considered to correlate with the cracking at the left side 
of the sample at the positions of placed pencil leads shown in Figure 4.19. It is, however, possible 
that the skew distribution was caused by innate reasons in the testing fixture, not the core sample 
tested. Thus, a core sample split along its axis, with pencil leads placed at the right side of the 
sample was designed and tested. The obtained results show that this time the majority of detected 
events were located on the right side of the sample at the position of placed pencil lead. Based on 
the findings from this test and the previous test (Test #070606), the AE data acquisition system is 
demonstrated to be robust for detecting and locating events from either right side or left side of the 
core sample, regardless of the source positions.  
 
The decrease in load ratio and increase in calm ratio from the first cycle to the sixth cycle both 
suggest cumulative damage within the tested sample during the test. It should be noted that the 
load ratio obtained from the sample in this test is smaller compared to that from the same type of 
core sample used in Test #070606. This suggests more damage accumulated in the sample in this 
test than that in Test #070606.  
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Figure 4.30: Applied confining pressure (line) on a rock sample split through axis  
(Test #071906) and occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
 
Figure 4.31: Histogram of axial position of localized events detected from a rock sample split 
through axis (Test #070606) 
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Figure 4.32: Sandstone sample split along the axis after test (Test #071906) 
 
 
4.11 Test #072706 
 
4.11.1 Test objective 
This test studies the mechanical responses of PVC samples subjected to cyclic confining loading, 
similar to Test #060306 but this time employing the new trigger system and the cleanup procedure. 
The test also investigated whether damage accumulates in the PVC sample by comparing 
responses from a used solid PVC sample and a pristine (never tested) one. 
 
4.11.2 Test equipment and setup 
Two solid PVC samples were tested. One was the sample used previously in Test #060306, and 
the other was a pristine sample which was never subjected to any confining pressure. Sensors CH1, 
CH2, CH3 and CH4 were mounted on the core holder at the positions illustrated in Figure 3.12. 
The other setup characteristics were the same as that described in section 3.4. 
 
4.11.3 Results 
A total of 19 events were detected on the used PVC sample, of which 6 were detected during the 
upward ramp of confining pressure while 12 were detected during the downward ramp. Figure 
4.33 presents these events synchronized with the applied confining pressure profile. A total of 20 
events were detected when testing on the pristine PVC sample, of which 4 events were detected 
during the upward ramp of confining pressure whereas 16 were detected during pressure release. 
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In both tests, events were not detected in every upward ramp, yet one or two events were detected 
regularly in every downward ramp.  
 
Figure 4.34 presents the source locations of events detected in both used and pristine PVC samples 
when releasing the confining pressure, based on the arrival time difference at CH1 and CH2. The 
sources of these events are mainly located at the left side of the testing apparatus, in the range of 
Tdiff = -80µs to -60µs. 
 
4.11.4 Discussion 
PVC samples should not fracture or otherwise fail under the current cyclic loading/unloading of 
confining pressure; thus acoustic emission events are not expected. Yet, over 50 events were 
detected from the solid PVC sample in the previous Test #060306. It is hypothesized that the events 
detected then could be system noise from a “unclean” core holder setup, as the cleaning procedure 
has not been performed when Test #060306 was carried out. Results show that the number of 
events detected in both PVC samples in this test (around 20) was much lower than that obtained 
in Test #06030. This finding suggests that the events detected in Test #060306 were largely 
grinding “noise” from an unclean sleeve, and proper cleaning eliminates most of these noise events.  
 
If damage did accumulate from the tested sample from the previous tests, many more events were 
expected to be detected in that sample [15]. The results obtained here, on the contrary, show a 
similar number of events detected in the used and pristine samples. This finding indicates that little, 
if any, damage accumulates in the tested sample from previous tests. PVC material remains elastic 
and undamaged after cycles of loading/unloading of confining pressure and can be used repeatedly. 
Hence, PVC is an ideal benchmark material for the testing set-up. 
 
The fact that more events were detected during downward ramp of confining pressure rather than 
upward ramp is unusual and suggests that the events detected from the PVC samples might be 
system noise instead of real AE activity. To examine this, all events detected during pressure 
release from both samples were localized as presented in Figure 4.35. Most of these events have a 
Tdiff in the range of -80	µs to -40 µs. The fact that these events were spatially and temporally related 
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suggests that these events may share a common hypocenter on the core holder independent of the 
tested sample. 
 
The power of assumed noise event signals detected by Channel 1 to Channel 4 sensors were 
calculated and are listed in Table 4.7. The power of a signal is defined as the energy of a signal 
divided by the signal length. The energy of a signal is defined as the sum of the absolute squares 
of its time-domain samples described by 
 𝐸a = 𝑥 𝑛 Wc 																																																													(4.1) 
 
where n is the number of sample and x[n] is the nth sample collected [44]. The power of a signal is 
the calculated through dividing the energy of a signal by the number of samples, 
 𝑃a = 1𝑛 𝑥[𝑛] Wc .																																																											(4.2) 
The calculated power is then expressed in decibels (dB) [45] by 
 Y	dB = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔RT 𝑌 .																																																											(4.3) 
 
The assumed system noise events are those detected in the downward ramp of confining pressure 
and whose Tdiff is in the range of -80µs to -60µs.	 It can be seen that CH1 always has the highest 
value, followed by CH3, CH2 and CH4. This sequence provides confirmation that the assumed 
system noise comes from the left side of the testing fixture, consistent with the results from the 
location histogram in Figure 4.35.  
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Table 4.7 The power of signal system noise data sensed by four channels expressed in dB (Test 
#072706) 
 CH1 (dB) CH2 (dB) CH3 (dB) CH4 (dB) 
Average  -16.3763   -28.5408   -20.9682   -38.4833 
Standard 
Deviation 
7.1601 7.4937     8.5434     2.2868 
 
 
Figure 4.33: Applied confining pressure (line) for a solid used PVC sample (Test #072706) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.34: Applied confining pressure (line) on a solid pristine PVC sample (Test #072706) 
and occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
 
Figure 4.35: Histogram of axial position of events detected during downward ramp on both used 
and pristine PVC samples (Test #072706) 
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4.12 Test #081206 
 
4.12.1 Test objective  
This test intends to investigate if the assumed system noise events originate from core holder 
components such as distribution plugs, spacers and end plugs.  
 
4.12.2 Test equipment and setup  
The test sample was a solid PVC sample. Two sets of core holder components, identified as Block 
A and Block B, were prepared, each comprising a distribution plug, a spacer and an end plug, as 
shown in Figure 4.36. In the first test, Block A was placed on the left side to the core sample and 
Block B to the right side. In the second test, the positions of Block A and Block B were switched.  
 
Two additional sensors, CH5 and CH6 shown in in Figure 3.12, were introduced to the testing 
setup. They were added at locations along the middle left and middle right centerline of the core 
holder, respectively. These additional channels were introduced in order to obtain more signal 
information so as to help with locating the events. The other setup characteristics were the same 
as those described in Chapter 3.4. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.36: Two sets of distribution plug, spacer and end plug, referred to as Block A and Block 
B 
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4.12.3 Results 
In the first test where Block A was placed on the left and Block B on the right, a total of 15 events 
were detected. Figure 4.37 shows these events synchronized with the applied confining pressure 
profile. The detected events were as well localized based on the arrival time difference from CH1 
and CH2, and only events with Tdiff in the range of -90 to 90𝜇𝑠 were considered as viable, as 
described in section 4.4. Ten events were located on the left side of the testing fixture, in particular 
within the range of Tdiff = -60 to -40µs while only one event was from the right side; these data are 
presented in Figure 4.38. The other four events were out of the interest range. 
 
In the second test where Block B was placed on the left and Block A on the right, a total of 20 
events were detected. Figure 4.39 shows these events synchronized with the applied confining 
pressure profile. The detected events were again localized based on the arrival time difference 
between CH1 and CH2, where only events with Tdiff in the range of -90 to 90𝜇𝑠 were considered. 
Twelve events were located on the left side of the testing fixture, in particular within the range of 
Tdiff = -60 to -40µs in the histogram, while six events were located at the right side; those data are 
presented in Figure 4.40. The other two events were out of the interest range. 
 
4.12.4 Discussion 
No significant difference was observed by switching the positions of Block A and Block B. 
Approximately 20 events were detected in both tests, which is similar to the test results from PVC 
samples conducted in Test #072706. Most events were again detected during the downward ramp 
of confining pressure rather than the upward ramp of confining pressure. Events were found 
clustered on the left side of the testing fixture at approximately Tdiff = -50µs, regardless of the 
positions of Block A and Block B. Because no obvious changes were found by switching Block A 
and Block B, it can be inferred that the system noise does not originate from the components of 
Block A and Block B.  Nevertheless, criteria were proposed to characterize and identify the system 
noise based on the results of this test and the previous test (Test #07270) on PVC. The following 
criteria are proposed to identify an even as “noise”:  a) the event is detected during pressure release; 
b) the event source is localized at the left side of the core holder based on the arrival time difference 
between CH1 and CH2 sensors (Tdiff), where Tdiff falls within the range between -80 to -40 µs. 
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After applying these criteria, the number of events considered as actual mechanical events that 
originate in the sample decreased from 11 to 2 in the first test (Block A placed at the CH1 side), 
and from 18 to 6 in the second test (Block A placed at the CH2 side). In this sense, the PVC 
samples appeared to be “quiet” during the confining pressure as one would expect. 
 
Figure 4.37: Applied confining pressure (line) on a solid PVC (Test #081206) and occurrence of 
detected acoustic events (points), with Block A positioned on the left and Block B on the right 
within the testing fixture 
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Figure 4.38: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
events detected from a solid PVC sample (Test #081206), with Block A positioned on the left 
and Block B on the right within the testing fixture 
 
Figure 4.39: Applied confining pressure (line) on a solid PVC sample (Test #081206) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points),   
with Block B positioned on the left and Block A on the right within the testing fixture 
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Figure 4.40: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
events detected from a solid PVC sample (Test #081206), with Block B positioned on the left 
and Block A on the right within the testing fixture 
 
 
4.13 Test #082906 
 
4.13.1 Test objective 
This test validated the criteria developed to exclude presumed system noise. The criteria were 
initially proposed based on test results from Test #081206 on solid PVC samples. Here, test results 
from other types of core samples, including solid sandstone, sandstone split along its axis and 
sandstone split through its circumference samples, were reexamined to justify the proposed criteria. 
 
4.13.2 Test equipment and setup 
Data presented in this study were collected in Test #070606. Details of test equipment and testing 
procedure are documented in section 4.9. 
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4.13.3 Results 
Following the noise exclusion criteria proposed in Test #081206, only events detected in the 
downward ramp (release) of confining pressure are potential system noise. Thus the discussion in 
this section is limited to the events detected when the confining pressure is released. Full testing 
result details are presented in section 4.9.  
 
Figure 4.41 shows the histogram of the proposed axial locations based on arrival time difference 
of the six events detected during the downward ramp of confining pressure on the solid rock sample. 
Four out of these six events have a Tdiff in the range of -80 to -40μs, which when using the proposed 
criteria indicate those events as system noise. After applying the system noise criteria, and 
discarding events with Tdiff outside of the interested range of ±90 μs (as discussed in section 4.4), 
the number of possible “real” events reduced from 13 to 2. One thing to notice is that there is one 
event on the left side of  Figure 4.41 at Tdiff = -95	μs, which strictly speaking cannot be excluded 
by the system noise criteria proposed here. However, it will be identified as a noise event according 
to the updated criteria proposed in the next test (Test #911606).  
 
Figure 4.42 shows the histogram of the eight events detected during the downward ramp of 
confining pressure from the sandstone sample split through its circumference. Six out of the eight 
events detected have a Tdiff in the range of -80 to -40 µs that when applying the criteria identify 
those events as system noise. After applying the system noise criteria, the number of possible “real” 
events reduce from 18 to 6. It should be noted that most “real” events were detected in the upward 
ramp of pressure, which are not indicated in Figure 4.42. 
 
Figure 4.43 shows the histogram of the axial locations based on arrival time difference of the 38 
events detected during the downward ramp of confining pressure from the sandstone sample split 
along its axis. Only ten out of the 38 events detected have a Tdiff in the range of -80 to -40 µs, 
which when applying the system noise criteria identify those vents as noise. The number of “real” 
events decreased from 278 to 257 after applying the criteria in this case. Again, most of these “real” 
events were detected in the upward ramp of pressure, and are not indicated in Figure 4.43. 
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4.13.4 Discussion 
The results show that the assumed system noise events were also detected from the solid and split 
sandstone samples in addition to the solid PVC samples. The number of system noise events ranges 
from 5 to 10 under the current cyclic loading/unloading pattern of confining pressure regardless of 
the type of sample tested. Very few “real” events remained after applying the criteria on the data 
collected from the solid sandstone sample and the sample split through its circumference. This is 
consistent with the fact that these samples were observed to be intact after the test, so few events 
are expected. For the sample split along its axis, the system noise accounts for less than 5% of all 
events detected, indicating that most events are “real” events generated by fracturing and grinding 
along the interface of the sandstone pieces, which is expected in such a sample.  
 
 
Figure 4.41: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
assumed system noise from the test on a solid sandstone sample (Test #070606) 
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Figure 4.42: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
assumed system noise from the test on a sandstone sample split through its circumference (Test 
#070606) 
 
Figure 4.43 Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
assumed system noise from the test on the sandstone sample split along its axis (Test #070606) 
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4.14 Test #091606 
 
4.14.1 Test objective 
The arrival time difference computation between CH1 and CH2 (Tdiff), introduced in Test #052506, 
attempts to localize the sources of detected events. The approach has proved to be successful in 
previous tests. This study aims to establish a more precise relationship between Tdiff and the axial 
spatial position of event sources.  
 
4.14.2 Test equipment and setup 
Three tests were carried out on a single PVC sample split through its axis. Slender pencil lead 
cylinders of 0.5mm in diameter were placed at designated positions in order to serve as controlled 
event sources. The PVC material itself emits very few events under the current cyclic loading of 
confining pressure, as demonstrated in Test #072706. Using PVC samples therefore creates events 
presumably solely caused by the pulverization of pencil leads at the defined positions.  
 
In each test, four pencil lead cylinders were glued in parallel at each designated position. They 
were placed at the left of the sample in the first test, roughly at the middle in the second test, and 
at the right in the third test, respectively. The exact positions of pencil leads in each of the three 
tests are illustrated in Figure 4.44. Remains of pulverized pencil lead were removed before the 
next test, confirming that the leads did crush and therefore likely created events. The other setup 
characteristics were the same as those described in the Stage 2 setup in Chapter 3.4. 
 
Figure 4.44: PVC sample split through axis with pencil lead positions indicated (Test #091606) 
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4.14.3 Results 
Figures 4.45, 4.46 and 4.47 show the 31, 18 and 14 events detected in the first, second and third 
tests synchronized with the applied confining pressure profiles. Histograms representing proposed 
event source locations based on the arrival time difference between CH1 and CH2 are illustrated 
in Figures 4.48 to 4.50. The pencil leads were found completely pulverized after each test. The 
events that are presumed to be associated with crushed pencil leads are also marked in the figures 
above. The event cluster at Tdiff = -14.3 𝜇𝑠 in Figure 4.48, Tdiff = 6.5	𝜇𝑠 in Figure 4.49 and Tdiff = 
27.5	𝜇𝑠 in Figure 4.50 presumably correspond to the pulverization of pencil leads in the first, 
second and third tests. The process of identifying these events is elaborated in the following 
discussion section. 
 
4.14.4 Discussion 
When the sandstone sample split along the axis was tested (Test #070606), a total of 276 events 
were detected. Here, the PVC samples were also split along their axes, yet many fewer events were 
detected. The difference between the two types of samples, besides the material itself, is the sample 
condition after tests. The pencil leads placed at the interface were found to be pulverized in both 
cases. However, beyond this, the sandstone samples fractured into two pieces while the PVC 
samples remained intact. This suggests that the process of pulverizing of pencil lead itself produces 
very few events. It can also be inferred that the majority of events detected in split sandstone 
samples originate from fracturing in sandstone and grinding of sand grains.  
 
Several events were detected in the split PVC sample, although many of them could be excluded 
based on the system noise criteria proposed in Test #081206. Two assumptions were made in order 
to identify the events specifically emanating from the pencil leads. First, these events should be 
detected during the upward ramp of confining pressure because the pencil leads on the interface 
was subjected to higher stress in this period so that they were more likely to be crushed during that 
time. Second, Tdiff of these events should reflect the relative position of pencil leads. For instance, 
if pencil leads were placed on the left side of the sample, the events corresponding to pencil lead 
pulverization should exhibit negative Tdiff. Following these two assumptions, likely pencil lead 
event clusters were identified in Figures 4.48 to 4.50.  
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Knowing Tdiff obtained from tests and the positions of pencil leads, a simple one-dimensional 
model for source localization was established and illustrated in Figure 4.51. In the figure, the nodes 
on the left and right ends represent event sources located at the left and right ends, respectively, of 
the sample. The three nodes in the middle represent event sources at the pencil leads positions in 
the first, second and third tests, respectively. The parameter “X” above the nodes represents the 
axial distance from the left end of the sample to the node position in units of inches. Tdiff values 
listed below the three nodes in the middle were obtained from the identified clusters in the 
associated histograms (Figures 4.48 to 4.50). Tdiff between the nodes at left and right ends of the 
sample, from CH1 and CH2 respectively, must to be determined. The relationship between the 
distance “X” and the Tdiff at each node can be described by  
 𝑋 = RW 𝑉stu(𝑇wxyy − 𝑇wxyy,z{y|	{cw)     (4.4) 
 
where X is the distance from the left end of PVC, VPVC is the AE wave velocity in the PVC sample, 
Tdiff, left end is the arrival time difference between CH1 and CH2 sensors if the event source is located 
at the left end of PVC sample.  
 
Equation 4.4 shows a linear relationship between distance to the left end of sample and Tdiff at each 
node. Such a relationship is reflected in the test data, as illustrated in Figure 4.52. Tdiff values that 
represent AE events generated at the very left and right ends of the sample were determined to be 
-31 and 34µs, respectively, based on the model. The two values also represent the bounds of Tdiff 
if the event’s hypocenter is within the PVC sample. These findings suggest that any detected events 
with Tdiff out of the bounds (Tdiff smaller than -31µs and –larger than 34µs) are likely noise rather 
than real events representative of the tested material. It should be noted that the system noise 
criteria proposed earlier in Test #081206 are consistent with the new criteria presented here. The 
former criteria define events detected in the downward ramp of confining pressure with Tdiff 
between -80µs to -40µs as noise. These events are also considered as noise events according to 
this new noise criterion here, as Tdiff in the range of -80µs to -40µs must be smaller than -31µs, 
and therefore out of the bounds. 
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The velocity of the AE waves in the PVC material is calculated to be 6230 ft./s (~1900m/s) by 
substituting Tdiff, left end  = -31	µs and Tdiff = -14.3	µs at the node with X = 0.625 in. in Eq. 4.4.   
 
Although it is very simplified and requires more investigation in various aspects, the linear model 
(Eq. 4.1) shows the potential to locate the hypocenters of detected AE event along the axis of the 
sample in the current core holder setup. The model is one-dimensional along the axis of the core 
holder and cannot indicate the coordinates in the radial direction. The data used to build the model 
are limited, as the only three tests were carried out on a single split PVC sample. Although the 
obtained PVC P-wave wave velocity in this test is reasonable, the value was not verified using 
other velocity measuring methods.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.45: Applied confining pressure (line) on a PVC sample split along its axis with pencil 
lead placed at the left (Test #091606) and occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.46: Applied confining pressure (line) on a PVC sample split along its axis with pencil 
lead placed at the middle (Test #091606) and occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
 
 
 
Figure 4.47: Applied confining pressure (line) on a PVC sample split along its axis with pencil 
lead placed at the right (Test #091606) and occurrence of detected acoustic events (points)  
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Figure 4.48: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
events detected from a PVC sample split along its axis with pencil lead at the left (Test #091606) 
 
 
  
Figure 4.49: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
events detected from a PVC sample split along its axis with pencil lead at the middle (Test 
#091606) 
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Figure 4.50: Histogram of arrival time difference (proportional/related to axial position) of 
events detected from a PVC sample split along its axis with pencil lead at the right (Test 
#091606) 
 
 
Figure 4.51: One-dimensional localization model for the axial positions of detected AE events 
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Figure 4.52: Relationship of arrival time difference in CH1 and CH2 (Tdiff) of detected events 
and the distance of event source from the left end of the sample 
 
 
4.15 Test #092906 
 
4.15.1 Test objective 
This test determines if the testing system is stable when the confining pressure is held relatively 
constant for an extended period of time (four hours); the total durations of all the previous tests 
are around 20 minutes. This test is essential to understand the stability of the test setup, and it 
simulates the situation of core flooding tests which usually last for three to four hours.  
 
4.15.2 Test equipment and setup 
A solid PVC cylinder core was tested. The confining pressure was first ramped up to around 1500 
psi and held relatively constant for a duration of four hours. The inlet valve for hydraulic oil in the 
core flooding test apparatus was closed once the confining pressure reached the target level (1500 
psi). The other setup characteristics were the same as those described in the Stage 2 setup in 
Chapter 3.4. 
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4.15.3 Results  
Figure 4.53 shows the applied confining pressure profile. It was ramped up to approximately 1500 
psi then held relatively constant for four hours, except for some apparent pressure loss early on. 
Only one event was detected in the entire process, which later was found to be electronic noise 
based on direct observation of the signal waveform. This test was repeated twice, but in these tests 
the confining pressure was held for only one hour after the pressure reached 1500 psi. In the 
repeated tests, no events were detected. The results from the repeated tests are not shown here. 
 
Confining pressure loss was observed even when all the inlet/outlet valves of hydraulic oil were 
closed. As illustrated in Figure 4.53, the confining pressure dropped significantly after the 
pumping stopped and valve closed, but it gradually leveled off after approximately 20 minutes. By 
the time the pressure loss stopped, no leakage was found at the inlet valve and the port under the 
core holder. This phenomenon was also observed in the other two tests which lasted for one hour.  
 
4.15.4 Discussion 
The testing system appears to be “quiet” when the confining pressure is held constant for an 
extended period of time. The only abnormal issue noticed is the confining pressure loss, though it 
leveled off after approximately 20 minutes. We tried to find any possible leakage and tightened all 
the valves on the core holder, but these actions did not mitigate this issue. Nevertheless, the 
situation was still acceptable as the pressure loss slows down and eventually stops over time. Thus, 
it is recommended to wait for half an hour for the confining pressure to level off after the initial 
ramp up to continue with any further tests if constant confining pressure is required.  
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Figure 4.53: Applied confining pressure (line) on a solid PVC sample (Test #092906) and 
occurrence of detected acoustic events (points) 
 
 
4.16 Test #100706 
 
4.16.1 Test objective 
This test examined the combined action of pore and confining pressures on a PVC sample split 
along its axis, in order to better understand if when events are generated within the 
loading/unloading pattern, and how the confining and pore pressures interact with each other in 
the process. 
 
4.16.2 Test equipment and setup 
The sample tested is a PVC cylinder split along its axis. The interface is relatively smooth and not 
specially treated. Pore pressure was applied by injecting nitrogen into the apparatus through the 
left distribution plug, as illustrated in Figure 3.15.  
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The loading/unloading pattern is illustrated in Figure 3.17. The confining pressure was held at 
around 1000 psi throughout the entire process, with the pore pressure ramped up and down at 
500psi steps. The pore pressure was measured by the WIKA UNITRANS Universal Pressure 
Transducer installed on inlet flow line of the core holder. The specifications for the pressure 
transducer are presented in Chapter 3.3.4. The other setup characteristics were the same as those 
described in the Stage 2 setup in Chapter 3.4. 
 
4.16.3 Test results 
Figure 4.54 shows the confining and pore pressure profiles measured by the pressure gauges. No 
acoustic events were detected in the testing process. The confining and pore pressures are listed in 
Table 4.8. The measured confining pressure (by pressure gauge) was found to fluctuate with the 
applied pore pressure, as illustrated in Figure 4.54 and in Table 4.8, despite the fact that the inlet 
valve of hydraulic oil was closed in order to maintain a constant confining pressure. It should be 
noted that both pore pressure values were manually read from the tank regulator and automatically 
measured by the pressure gauge respectively, as it was uncertain which value was more accurate 
at the time of testing. In fact, these two values were found different, and the relationship trend 
between the pore pressure measured by the gauge and the confining pressure is indicated by a 
second-order polynomial shown in Figure 4.55.  
 
4.16.4 Conclusions 
The test shows that the plain split PVC sample does not emit acoustic events during the applied 
loading/unloading process of pore pressure. The fluctuation of the confining pressure along with 
the pore pressure could be explained by the possibility that the hydraulic oil was compressed by 
the outward expansion of core holder sleeve when ramping up the pore pressure. Still it is not clear 
if the confining pressure readings accurately reflect the actual confining pressure that the sample 
was subjected to.  
 
The measurement of pore pressure from the pressure gauge installed at core holder is considered 
more reliable than that from the pressure regulator at the nitrogen tank. The pressure gauge was 
found more responsive to immediate pressure changes and less prone to reading errors. Leakage 
at the flow line from the tank to the core holder may as well contribute to the difference between 
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the readings from the gauge and the regulator. In the tests followed, the pore pressure refers to the 
value measured by the pressure gauge installed at core holder.  
 
Table 4.8: Pore pressures measured by the nitrogen tank regulator and core holder pressure 
gauge, and confining pressure measured by the sleeve pressure gauge 
Pore pressure, psi Confining pressure, psi 
Tank regulator Core holder gauge 
0 20 1055 
250 338 1067 
500 578 1087 
750 804 1123 
1000 1046 1214 
750 736 1125 
500 498 1082 
250 268 1062 
0 20 1052 
 
Figure 4.54: Measured confining pressure (blue line) and applied pore pressure (red line) for a 
PVC sample split through its axis (Test #100706)  
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Figure 4.55: Relationship between the measured pore pressure (gauge) and the measured 
confining pressure (gauge) with best-fit quadratic function 
 
 
4.17 Test #101406 
 
4.17.1 Test objective 
This investigation continued the study in Test #100706 to further examine whether changing pore 
pressure causes the core sample to emit acoustic events. In this test, AE monitoring was started 
before applying and after releasing the confining pressure. A new type of PVC sample split along 
its axis, with roughened sandy interface, was tested. This sample type is expected to emit more 
events during confinement. 
 
4.17.2 Test equipment and setup 
Two types of PVC samples split along their respective axes were tested. One was the same as that 
used in Test #100706; the other had the split interface roughened with sprayed-mounted sand, 
shown in Figure 4.56. The photo indicated as “before” in Figure 4.56 shows the sprayed sand 
grains before the test; the photo indicated as “after” in Figure 4.56 shows the sand grains after the 
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test. It can be seen that larger sand grains were crushed and pulverized into smaller grains as a 
result of the test.  The sand was the fine aggregates obtained from the concrete lab at Newmark. 
The other setup characteristics were the same as those described in the Stage 2 setup in Chapter 
3.4. 
 
4.17.3 Test results  
The confining and pore pressure profiles applied on the split PVC sample with relatively smooth 
interface are presented in Figure 4.57, detected events and detected events are indicated. A total of 
10 events were detected when ramping up and down the confining pressure, but no events when 
detected with pore pressure changes. Figure 4.58 shows the applied confining and pore pressure 
profiles synchronized with detected events from the PVC sample with the sandy interface. A total 
of 32 events were detected, of which 28 events were detected during the time that confining 
pressure increased initially, one detected when ramping pore pressure and three detected when 
releasing the confining pressure.  
 
4.17.4 Discussion 
The test results show that most events were detected during the upward and downward ramp of 
confining pressure. In particular, many more events were detected in the upward ramp from the 
sample with sandy interface, which was consistent with the pulverized sand grains found after the 
test. The events detected in the downward ramp are classified as noise events according to 
exclusion criteria proposed in section 4.12. The fact that the system was capable to detecting these 
events in the upward ramp of confining pressure, just as it detected events from sandstone samples 
in the previous tests, shows that the AE data acquisition system functioned properly. Changing 
pore pressure thus does not cause PVC samples with a relative smooth surface to emit events, 
which is consistent with the observation made in the previous test (Test #100706).  
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Figure 4.56: Split PVC sample with spray-mounted sand before and after the test 
 
 
Figure 4.57: Measured confining pressure (blue line) and applied pore pressure (red line) for a 
PVC sample split along its axis with smooth interface (Test #101406) and occurrence of detected 
acoustic events (points) 
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Figure 4.58: Measured confining pressure (blue line) and applied pore pressure (red line) for a 
PVC sample split along axis with sandy interface (Test #101406) and occurrence of detected 
acoustic events (points) 
 
 
4.18 Test #102806 
 
4.18.1 Test objective 
This test investigated the responses of the split PVC samples subjected to a new loading/unloading 
pattern of confining pressure and pore pressure. The new pattern aims to study the effect of 
controlled net pressure, defined as the difference of confining pressure and pore pressure, on the 
tested sample. 
 
4.18.2 Test equipment and setup 
The same types of core samples were used in this test as in the previous test (Test #101406). The 
loading/unloading pattern of confining and pore pressures is illustrated in Figure 3.17. The 
confining and pore pressures were increased incrementally in steps up to 800 psi, while attempting 
to the net pressure below 100 psi. After the pressures reached 800 psi, they were maintained for 
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one minute. Then the pore pressure was reduced to 500 psi and then held for one minute. 
Afterwards, the pore pressure was increased back up to 800 psi and held for one minute. Finally, 
the confining and pore pressures were released. The other setup characteristics were the same as 
those described section 3.4. 
 
4.18.3 Test results 
From the split PVC sample with relatively smooth interface, a total of 20 events were detected. 
These events are indicated, along with the applied pressure profiles, in Figure 4.59. As expected, 
many more events were detected from the split PVC sample with the sandy interface, with a total 
of 175 events detected. These events are indicated, along with the applied pressure profiles, in 
Figure 4.60. The events were mostly detected during two situations: a) increasing confining 
pressure with maintained pore pressure; and b) decreasing pore pressure with maintained confining 
pressure. Both of these cases represent increasing net pressure, which is defined as the difference 
between pore pressure and confining pressure.  
 
4.18.4 Discussion 
Deploying the loading/unloading pattern illustrated in Figure 3.17 turned out to be difficult. The 
challenge is the fact that the measured confining pressure is affected by the pore pressure, making 
it difficult to aim for controlled target confining pressures. It can be seen in Figure 4.60 that the 
pore pressure profile (red line) shows relatively good control, but the confining pressure profile 
deviates from the designed loading pattern. In order to improve the control of confining pressure, 
it is necessary to understand more completely the interaction between applied pore pressure and 
confining pressure.  
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Figure 4.59: Applied confining pressure (blue line) and pore pressure (red line) for a PVC 
sample split along its axis (Test #102806) with relatively smooth interface and occurrence of 
detected acoustic events (points) 
 
Figure 4.60: Applied confining pressure (blue line) and pore pressure (red line) for a PVC 
sample split along its axis (Test #102806) with sandy interface and occurrence of detected 
acoustic events (points) 
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4.19 Test #110406 
 
4.19.1 Test objective 
This study further investigated the inter-relation between pore pressure and measured confining 
pressure, and attempted to quantify the inter-relation between pore and confining pressure. 
 
4.19.2 Test equipment and setup 
Two types of core samples were prepared and tested in this study. One was a solid PVC sample, 
and the other was a PVC split along its axis with a relatively smooth interface. Since the focus of 
this test was the interrelation between the confining and pore pressures, the data acquisition system 
of AE events was powered off. The other setup characteristics were the same as those described in 
section 3.4.  
 
In the first test, the confining pressure was increased up to a certain level and maintained, with no 
pore pressure applied. Then the pore pressure was ramped up to that same level, and the new 
confining pressure was read from the pressure gauge. After that the pressures were completely 
released. This loading/unloading process was repeated eight times, with initial confining pressure 
and applied pore pressure incremented from 100 psi to 800 psi at steps of 100 psi. The hydraulic 
oil valve was left open during the test.  
 
In the second test, the confining pressure was increased to 800 psi, with no pore pressure applied. 
Then the pore pressure was incrementally increased from 0 to 800 psi at 100 psi steps, and the 
confining pressure was read from the gauge after each step. The test is carried out on the solid 
PVC sample only, but done twice: once with the hydraulic oil valve closed and then again with the 
valve open. 
 
4.19.3 Test results 
Figure 4.61 shows the measured confining pressure against the applied pore pressure in the first 
test for both samples. Each data point represents an individual confining and pore pressures held 
at the same level. It is observed that, in this case, the measured confining pressure increases linearly 
with the applied pore pressure/initial confining pressure.  
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Figure 4.61 presents the measured confining pressure against the applied pore pressure in the 
second test. An inter-dependency between pore pressure and confining pressure is observed only 
after the pore pressure reaches 400 psi, as seen in Figure 4.62. The relationship between the 
confining pressure and applied pore pressure can be described by a third order polynomial for 
illustrative purposes, although the behavior could also be described by a bi-linear relation. Two 
specific testing conditions of a closed and an open inlet hydraulic oil valve are also presented here. 
If the valve was left open, a slow confining pressure loss was observed at low confining pressure 
levels, as seen in Figure 4.62(a). When the inlet valve of confining pressure was closed, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.62(b), the confining pressure loss was less evident.  
 
4.19.4 Discussion 
The results from the first test indicate that the measured confining pressure is more affected by the 
pore pressure when tested on a split PVC sample than on a solid PVC sample, but only slightly so 
thus the results could be considered as roughly equivalent. The results from the second test show 
that the pore pressure only starts to affect the measured confining pressure after it reaches 400 psi, 
which in this case is about half of applied confining pressure. The reason for this phenomenon is 
unknown at this point. The results indicate that given the applied pore pressure and the measured 
confining pressure (with pore pressure), we can calculate the initial confining pressure (without 
the pore pressure). Instead of controlling the measured confining pressure, which has shown to be 
tricky in the previous test (Test #102806), we can compute and control the initial confining 
pressure based on the applied pore pressure and the measured confining pressure. 
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Figure 4.61: The relationship between measured confining pressure and the applied pore 
pressure, with the pore pressure held at the same level as the initial confining pressure, for both 
types of split PVC cylinders. Best fits lines shown for each data set 
 
 
Figure 4.62 (a): The relationship between the measured confining pressure and the applied pore 
pressure, with initial confining pressure held at 800 psi and the hydraulic oil valve open. A best-
fit cubic function for the data is shown 
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Figure 4.62(b): The relationship between the measured confining pressure and the applied pore 
pressure, with initial confining pressure held at 800 psi and the hydraulic oil valve closed. A 
best-fit cubic function for the data is shown 
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
5.1 Summary 
 
The main purpose of this investigation is to build a sensitive, reliable and consistent data 
acquisition system for monitoring microseismic (acoustic emission or AE) activity from test 
samples within a core flooding apparatus (a Hassler-type core holder). The  specific objectives are: 
(i) to develop a testing configuration for measuring microseismic events from within the core 
flooding test apparatus, where a sample core is encased with a hydraulic oil-loaded rubber sleeve 
that provides consistent circumferential confining pressure; (ii) to design and to evaluate samples 
that emit microseismic events of interest in a controlled manner for validation purposes; (iii) to 
propose criteria for system noise elimination and for event characterization and localization; and 
(iv) to measure microseismic signals from rock samples with varying cementation and porosity 
characteristics subjected to core flooding tests. In this chapter, attempts to achieve each of these 
goals are reviewed and conclusions are drawn. 
 
The AE data acquisition system evolved through the series of tests detailed in Chapter 4. In the 
final system configuration, a total of five sensors are mounted on the end plugs and curved surface 
of the core holder, and one on the inlet valve of the hydraulic oil line, as illustrated in Figure 3.12. 
The signal data collected by accelerometers are conditioned by two multi-input signal conditioners, 
and then fed to a digital acquisition system for further processing and storage. A trigger channel, 
introduced as a combination of sensors “CH1” and “CH2”, ensures that the system samples events 
equally from the left and right sides of the core holder (Test #062106). Otherwise, the system 
would be prone to collect more events whose sources are closer to the trigger sensor (Test 
#052706). Confining and pore pressures are both manually controlled. Both types of pressure data 
are monitored by pressure gauges, and are fed into the data logger.  More details are presented in 
Chapter 3.  
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After the system was designed and implemented, the next step is to show that the system is 
sensitive to the events emitted from the core sample. Because the core sample was encased in the 
core holder sleeve throughout the test, the sensors could only be mounted on the exterior of the 
end plugs and steel housing of the core holder instead of directly on the sample. Nevertheless, 
waves emitted by events that occur within the core sample travel through the core sample and can 
be measured by the sensors mounted on the end plugs (Test #052506). And when a core sample 
was subjected to cyclic loading/unloading of confining pressure, some events were detected by the 
sensors attached on the outside of the end plugs (Test #070606, Test #071906).  
 
The next effort showed that these detected events were associated with the irreversible deformation, 
and presumed damage, within the sample units. To study this, several types of core samples were 
designed and evaluated. Two types of core samples, namely the solid PVC samples and sandstone 
samples split along the axis with pencil leads glued at designated positions, yielded interesting 
results. The solid PVC samples emitted very few events (<10 per test) during confining pressure 
loading (Test #072706, Test #081206). PVC samples served as a benchmark to help improve 
understanding of test fixture and identify system noise content. The sandstone samples split along 
the axis with pencil leads, on the contrary, emit large number of events (a few hundreds to over a 
thousand per test). The pencil leads placed between the split rock sample pieces were completely 
pulverized after the tests, and the sandstone fractured through its thickness at the position where 
the pencil leads were placed, both serving as event sources. In this case, the increase in AE activity 
aptly reflects the induced damage accumulated in the sample by loading and the mechanical events 
that are associated with that. Furthermore, the event source locations, based on the arrival time 
difference between CH1 and CH2 sensors (Tdiff), were consistent with the cracking positions (Test 
#070606, Test #071906). The results of these two types of samples demonstrate that the AE 
detection system is sensitive to the fracturing damage that occurred in the core samples. 
 
Some measures were taken to reduce or identify the noise sources from the testing system, which 
is essential for testing reliability. Criteria were proposed to eliminate unreasonable system noise 
events during analysis of post-testing data. The measures to reduce environmental noise are: i) to 
place the core holder on a rubber mat inside a closed oven during the test; ii) to limit the vibrations 
of hydraulic oil flow lines caused by pumping (Test #052306) and iii) to employ a cleanup 
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procedure using an electronic duster and wet paper towels, for the interior of the core flooding 
apparatus. The cleanup procedure has shown to significantly reduced anomalous events (noise) 
caused by rubbing of sand grains that remain inside the core holder from previous tests (Test 
#062306).  
 
Even after we have taken the measures mentioned above, some events were still found to have odd 
characteristics in the parametric analysis, and are likely to be noise events. For instance, Tdiff, 
defined as the arrival time difference of mechanical waves at CH1 and CH2 sensors, of a small 
portion of the total population of events are orders of magnitude smaller (Tdiff << 0) or larger (Tdiff >> 
0) than that of the majority of total events. Therefore, determining a reasonable and acceptable 
range of Tdiff is useful to eliminate unreasonable signals. Based on a series of tapping tests,	±90𝜇𝑠 
was selected as the reasonable range of Tdiff to represent events that occur within the axial length 
of the core holder, but not necessarily within the core sample (Test #052506). A Tdiff range of ±40𝜇𝑠  was determined, based on the localization model, to represent events that exhibit 
reasonable Tdiff within the axial length of the core sample (Test #091606). In addition, a recurring 
type of system noise was detected during confining pressure release, when the arrival time 
difference Tdiff falls within the range between -80 to -40 µs, regardless of the core sample tested 
(Test #081206).   
 
Once a functioning AE data acquisition system was built and validated, other types of core samples 
were tested with different loading patterns. Few events (<20) were detected from solid sandstone 
samples, or sandstone samples split through the circumference with pencil leads glued on the split 
interface (Test #070606). In addition, most of these events detected were considered system noise 
according the noise exclusion criteria, leaving even fewer (< 5) “real” events detected per test (Test 
#082906). This finding is consistent with the observed sample condition after tests where no 
obvious damage was identified to the rock sample and pencil leads attached at the interface.  
 
When the sandstone sample split along the axis was tested, many more events were detected. The 
histograms showing the distribution of source locations have dominant “peaks” deemed to be 
associated with the cracking at the position of attached pencil lead. The load and calm ratios used 
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to evaluate the Kaiser effect also indicate damage observed on the specimen (both the sandstone 
itself and the pencil leads) after the test.  
 
To establish a more precise relationship between Tdiff and the axial spatial position of event sources, 
three tests were carried out on a single PVC sample split along its axis, with pencil leads placed at 
designated positions in order to serve as controlled event sources (Test #091606). The results of 
this test helped to build a simple one-dimensional model for source localization.  
 
The combined action of pore and confining pressures on samples were then examined. Two PVC 
samples split along their axes, one with a relatively smooth surface and the other with sandy 
interface, were subjected to the loading pattern in Figure 3.17 (Test #101406).  The results show 
that the split PVC samples do not emit acoustic events during applied loading/unloading of pore 
pressure. The responses of the split PVC samples subjected to another loading/unloading pattern 
of combined confining pressure and pore pressure, illustrated in Figure 3.18, were studied as well 
(Test #102806). In this test, clustering of events were detected during two situations: i) increasing 
confining pressure with maintained pore pressure; and ii) decreasing pore pressure with maintained 
confining pressure. 
 
5.2 Conclusions 
The following conclusions are drawn based on the results presented in the thesis: 
 
• Waves emitted by events that occur within the core sample travel from the core sample and 
can be measured by the sensors mounted on the end plugs of the core flooding apparatus. 
 
• A trigger channel, introduced as a combination of sensors “CH1” and “CH2”, ensures that 
the system samples events equally from the left and right sides of the core holder. 
Otherwise, the system would be prone to collect more events whose sources are closer to 
one particular trigger sensor. 
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• The results of solid PVC samples and sandstone samples split along the axis with pencil 
leads glued on the interface demonstrate that the system is sensitive to the damage 
accumulated from fracturing events that occur within the core samples. 
 
• The developed core flooding apparatus cleanup procedure has shown to significantly 
reduced anomalous events (noise) caused by rubbing of sand grains that remain inside the 
core holder from previous tests. 
 
• A recurring type of system noise was detected during confining pressure release, where the 
arrival time difference Tdiff falls within the range between -80 to -40 µs, regardless of the 
core sample tested. 
 
• A simple one-dimensional model for source localization was established based on tests 
results on a single PVC sample split along its axis, with pencil leads placed at designated 
positions. A Tdiff range of ±40𝜇𝑠 was determined, based on the localization model, to 
represent events that emanate within the axial length of the core sample. 
 
• Very few “real” events (<5) were detected from solid sandstone samples, or sandstone 
samples split through the circumference with pencil leads glued on the split interface. 
 
• When the sandstone sample split along the axis was tested, many more events (250~1000) 
were detected. The histograms showing the distribution of source location position have 
dominant “peaks” associated with cracking at the position of attached pencil leads.  
 
• In the study of the combined action of pore and confining pressures on core samples, split 
PVC samples do not emit acoustic events during the pressure loading/unloading process 
illustrated in Figure 3.17. However, when another loading pattern, illustrated in Figure 3.18, 
is applied, event clusters are detected on the split PVC samples during two situations: i) 
increasing confining pressure with maintained pore pressure; and ii) decreasing pore 
pressure with maintained confining pressure. 
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5.3 Limitations and Future Work 
 
The current event localization model shows the possibility of spatially locating the hypocenters of 
detected AE event within the current core holder setup. It is a simplified one-dimensional model 
along the axis of the core holder (the model does not indicate coordinates of the event in the radial 
direction) and as such the results cannot be used to extrapolate directly to field conditions. The 
data used to build the model came from only three tests on a single split PVC sample, and are 
therefore limited. A higher dimensional localization model with better precision is an important 
goal for future research, as it will greatly improve our understanding of the failure mechanisms 
within core samples.  
 
Measurements on cement-stabilized sand samples, which could simulate sandstones of varying 
cementation and porosity, could be helpful owing to the scarcity of sandstone samples available. 
Some trials samples have been cast but were never tested. Work in this direction should be 
continued.  
 
The AE data acquisition system designed and assembled as part of this research should be further 
applied to complete core flooding tests on rock samples. A preliminary test, not reported here, was 
carried out where the AE system was implemented in core flooding testing of sandstone samples 
from another research project. In the test, a sequence  of water, crude oil and the water was injected 
into the sandstone specimen. Interestingly, many events were detected when the crude oil replaced 
water within the pore structure of the rock samples. More effort should be devoted to investigate 
such microseismic activity in the core flooding tests in future research.  
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APPENDIX 
 
The codes used for data analysis on Matlab in this study is presented below. The commonly 
used .m files are create_time.m, sync.m and localization.m. 
 
 
create_time.m 
 
% This file extracts the time values from event signals (.txt) and save the 
% values to a .csv file. 
% The output file is an input to sync.m 
  
clear all; 
close all; 
  
% Load the time values of signal files in the designated directory 
cd '/Users/.../AETEST/' 
files = dir('*.txt'); 
for i=1:length(files) 
    eval(['load ' files(i).name ' -ascii']); 
     
end 
filenames = who('test*'); 
  
for i = 1:length(filenames) 
    firstCell = eval(filenames{i}); 
    timeArr(i) = firstCell(1,1); 
end 
  
% Export time values to .csv file 
  
numDay = timeArr/86400; 
percDay = numDay - floor(numDay)-5/24; 
filename = 'time.csv'; 
dlmwrite(filename,percDay','precision','%.15f'); 
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sync.m 
 
% This file synchronizes the extracted time of signals (time.xlsx) by 
% create_time.m with the confining and pressure profiles (pressure.xlsx)  
% saved in the data logger. The output shows the time clustering of events. 
  
close all; 
clear all; 
  
% import and load time of signals and pressure profiles 
tSig = importdata('/Users/.../time.xlsx'); % Load time column of events 
  
pFile = xlsread('/Users/.../pressure.xlsx'); 
  
pTime = pFile(1:length(pFile),10);  % Load time column of pressure 
cPres = pFile(1:length(pFile),1);   % Load confining pressure 
pPres = pFile(1:length(pFile),3);   % Load pore pressure 
  
% Find the occurence of events on the pressure profile  
i = 1; 
while i<=length(tSig) 
    Red(i) = mean(cPres(find(Time == tSig(i)))); 
    i = i+1; 
end 
  
i = 1; 
while i<=length(tSig) 
    Blue(i) = mean(pPres(find(Time == tSig(i)))); 
    i = i+1; 
end 
  
  
% Plot the pressure profiles with the occurenece of events 
  
tSig = datetime(tSig,'ConvertFrom','excel1904'); 
Time = datetime(Time,'ConvertFrom','excel1904'); 
  
  
figure(1) 
plot(Time,cPres); 
hold on 
plot(Time,pPres); 
  
hold on 
plot(tSig, Red, 'r*'); 
hold on 
plot(tSig, Blue, 'r*'); 
  
xlabel('Time, min'); 
ylabel('Pressure, psi'); 
legend('Confining Pressure', 'Pore Pressure') 
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localization.m 
 
% This file localizes the event sources based on the arrival time 
% difference of waves at different sensors.  
  
  
% Load the signal event files (.txt) 
close all 
clear all 
  
cd '/Users/.../AETEST/' % Change to the signal files directory 
files = dir('*.txt'); 
for i=1:length(files) 
    eval(['load ' files(i).name ' -ascii']); 
     
end 
filenames = who('test*'); 
  
%% Calculate arrival time difference 
  
% Create matrix which stores the arrival time a signal for diff chanels 
sigTime = zeros(length(filenames),4); 
% Loop through the file to load data 
for j = 1:length(filenames) 
     
    % Load the signals 
    fContent = eval(filenames{j}); 
    time = fContent(:,1); 
    sigTrig = fContent(:,2); 
     
    for i = 1:6 
        k = i+2; 
        sigCH(:,i) = fContent(:,k); 
    end 
  
    % Detrend the signals 
    sigTrig = detrend(sigTrig); 
    for i = 1:6 
        sigCH(:,i) = detrend(sigCH(:,i)); 
    end 
     
    % Obtaint the amplitude of signals 
    for i = 1:6 
        amp(j,i) = max(sigCH(:,i)); 
    end 
     
    % Calculate the power of the signal detected by the sensor 
    for i = 1:6 
        power(j,i) = sum(fft(sigCH(:,i)).*conj(fft(sigCH(:,i)))); 
    end 
      
    % Determine signal onset time @ CH1 
    pretrigger = 2000; 
    win =3999;                                    % length of the window on 
which we apply the AIC.(always add the one to center the window: win1= 
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200+1;win2= 150+1, etc.)) 
    twin = pretrigger-(win-1)/2:pretrigger+(win-1)/2;  % time corresponds to 
the window (Centered on the pretrigger) 
    sigwin1 = sigCH(twin,1);                          % take only the part of 
the signal that corresponds to the window 
    AIC=zeros(1,length(win)); 
    for i = 
1:win                                                                   % i 
cannot be 1 because log(var(constante))=-infity because var(constante)=0 
         AIC(i) = i*log(var(sigwin1(1:i)))+(win-i-
1)*log(var(sigwin1(1+i:win)));       % Maeda`s formula 
         if (AIC(i)==-
Inf)                                                           % eliminate 
the values of AIC equal to -Inf 
             AIC(i)=0; 
         else  
            AIC(i)=AIC(i); 
         end 
    end 
    [min_AIC ind] = min(AIC);                       % pick the min (AIC) 
    ind = twin(1)-1+ind;                            % find the index that 
corresponds to the minimum AIC 
    sigTime(j,1) = ind; 
    onset=time(ind);  
  
    hold on 
%     plot([(pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([(pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([ind*5e-7 ind*5e-7], [-0.5 0.5], 'r-o','LineWidth',4) 
  
    % Determine signal onset time @ CH2 
    pretrigger = 2000; 
    win =3999;                                    % length of the window on 
which we apply the AIC.(always add the one to center the window: win1= 
200+1;win2= 150+1, etc.)) 
    twin = pretrigger-(win-1)/2:pretrigger+(win-1)/2;  % time corresponds to 
the window (Centered on the pretrigger) 
    sigwin2 = sigCH(twin,2);                          % take only the part of 
the signal that corresponds to the window 
    AIC=zeros(1,length(win)); 
    for i = 
1:win                                                                   % i 
cannot be 1 because log(var(constante))=-infity because var(constante)=0 
         AIC(i) = i*log(var(sigwin2(1:i)))+(win-i-
1)*log(var(sigwin2(1+i:win)));       % Maeda`s formula 
         if (AIC(i)==-
Inf)                                                           % eliminate 
the values of AIC equal to -Inf 
             AIC(i)=0; 
         else  
            AIC(i)=AIC(i); 
         end 
    end 
    [min_AIC ind] = min(AIC);                       % pick the min (AIC) 
    ind = twin(1)-1+ind;                            % find the index that 
corresponds to the minimum AIC 
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    sigTime(j,2) = ind; 
    onset=time(ind);  
  
    hold on 
%     plot([(pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([(pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([ind*5e-7 ind*5e-7], [-0.5 0.5], 'm-o','LineWidth',4) 
  
    % Determine signal onset time @ CH3 
    pretrigger = 2000; 
    win =3999;                                    % length of the window on 
which we apply the AIC.(always add the one to center the window: win1= 
200+1;win2= 150+1, etc.)) 
    twin = pretrigger-(win-1)/2:pretrigger+(win-1)/2;  % time corresponds to 
the window (Centered on the pretrigger) 
    sigwin3 = sigCH(twin,3);                          % take only the part of 
the signal that corresponds to the window 
    AIC=zeros(1,length(win)); 
    for i = 
1:win                                                                   % i 
cannot be 1 because log(var(constante))=-infity because var(constante)=0 
         AIC(i) = i*log(var(sigwin3(1:i)))+(win-i-
1)*log(var(sigwin3(1+i:win)));       % Maeda`s formula 
         if (AIC(i)==-
Inf)                                                           % eliminate 
the values of AIC equal to -Inf 
             AIC(i)=0; 
         else  
            AIC(i)=AIC(i); 
         end 
    end 
    [min_AIC ind] = min(AIC);                       % pick the min (AIC) 
    ind = twin(1)-1+ind;                            % find the index that 
corresponds to the minimum AIC 
    sigTime(j,3) = ind; 
    onset=time(ind);  
  
    hold on 
%     plot([(pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([(pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([ind*5e-7 ind*5e-7], [-0.5 0.5], 'c-o','LineWidth',4) 
      
    % Determine signal onset time @ CH4 
    pretrigger = 2000; 
    win =3999;                                    % length of the window on 
which we apply the AIC.(always add the one to center the window: win1= 
200+1;win2= 150+1, etc.)) 
    twin = pretrigger-(win-1)/2:pretrigger+(win-1)/2;  % time corresponds to 
the window (Centered on the pretrigger) 
    sigwin4 = sigCH(twin,4);                          % take only the part of 
the signal that corresponds to the window 
    AIC=zeros(1,length(win)); 
    for i = 
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1:win                                                                   % i 
cannot be 1 because log(var(constante))=-infity because var(constante)=0 
         AIC(i) = i*log(var(sigwin4(1:i)))+(win-i-
1)*log(var(sigwin4(1+i:win)));       % Maeda`s formula 
         if (AIC(i)==-
Inf)                                                           % eliminate 
the values of AIC equal to -Inf 
             AIC(i)=0; 
         else  
            AIC(i)=AIC(i); 
         end 
    end 
    [min_AIC ind] = min(AIC);                       % pick the min (AIC) 
    ind = twin(1)-1+ind;                            % find the index that 
corresponds to the minimum AIC 
    sigTime(j,4) = ind; 
    onset=time(ind);  
  
    hold on 
%     plot([(pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([(pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([ind*5e-7 ind*5e-7], [-0.5 0.5], 'k-o','LineWidth',4) 
      
    % Determine signal onset time @ CH5 
    pretrigger = 2000; 
    win =3999;                                    % length of the window on 
which we apply the AIC.(always add the one to center the window: win1= 
200+1;win2= 150+1, etc.)) 
    twin = pretrigger-(win-1)/2:pretrigger+(win-1)/2;  % time corresponds to 
the window (Centered on the pretrigger) 
    sigwin5 = sigCH(twin,5);                          % take only the part of 
the signal that corresponds to the window 
    AIC=zeros(1,length(win)); 
    for i = 
1:win                                                                   % i 
cannot be 1 because log(var(constante))=-infity because var(constante)=0 
         AIC(i) = i*log(var(sigwin5(1:i)))+(win-i-
1)*log(var(sigwin5(1+i:win)));       % Maeda`s formula 
         if (AIC(i)==-
Inf)                                                           % eliminate 
the values of AIC equal to -Inf 
             AIC(i)=0; 
         else  
            AIC(i)=AIC(i); 
         end 
    end 
    [min_AIC ind] = min(AIC);                       % pick the min (AIC) 
    ind = twin(1)-1+ind;                            % find the index that 
corresponds to the minimum AIC 
    sigTime(j,5) = ind; 
    onset=time(ind);  
  
    hold on 
%     plot([(pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([(pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
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0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([ind*5e-7 ind*5e-7], [-0.5 0.5], 'g-o','LineWidth',4) 
     
% Determine signal onset time @ CH6 
    pretrigger = 2000; 
    win =3999;                                    % length of the window on 
which we apply the AIC.(always add the one to center the window: win1= 
200+1;win2= 150+1, etc.)) 
    twin = pretrigger-(win-1)/2:pretrigger+(win-1)/2;  % time corresponds to 
the window (Centered on the pretrigger) 
    sigwin6 = sigCH(twin,6);                          % take only the part of 
the signal that corresponds to the window 
    AIC=zeros(1,length(win)); 
    for i = 
1:win                                                                   % i 
cannot be 1 because log(var(constante))=-infity because var(constante)=0 
         AIC(i) = i*log(var(sigwin6(1:i)))+(win-i-
1)*log(var(sigwin6(1+i:win)));       % Maeda`s formula 
         if (AIC(i)==-
Inf)                                                           % eliminate 
the values of AIC equal to -Inf 
             AIC(i)=0; 
         else  
            AIC(i)=AIC(i); 
         end 
    end 
    [min_AIC ind] = min(AIC);                       % pick the min (AIC) 
    ind = twin(1)-1+ind;                            % find the index that 
corresponds to the minimum AIC 
    sigTime(j,6) = ind; 
    onset=time(ind);  
  
    hold on 
%     plot([(pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger-(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([(pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7 (pretrigger+(win-1)/2)*5e-7], [-0.5 
0.5], 'g-o') 
%     plot([ind*5e-7 ind*5e-7], [-0.5 0.5], 'b-o','LineWidth',4) 
end 
  
  
%% Calculate the arrival time difference at CH1 and CH2 sensors 
sigTime(:,7) = sigTime(:,1)*5e-07; %Relative time in CH1 
sigTime(:,8) = sigTime(:,2)*5e-07; %Relative time in CH2 
sigTime(:,9) = sigTime(:,7)-sigTime(:,8); %time difference (CH1-CH2) 
  
% Plot only the events in the reasonable range 
figure 
plot([-9.2e-5 -9.2e-5], [-0.5 0.5], 'g-x') 
hold on 
plot([9.2e-5 9.2e-5], [-0.5 0.5], 'g-x') 
hold on 
xlabel('time difference (s)') 
  
count = 1; 
  
for n=1:length(sigTime(:,9)) 
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     if sigTime(n,9) <= 9.2e-5 % the window of signals 
         if sigTime(n,9) >= -9.2e-5 
             hold on 
             plot(sigTime(n,9),0,'r*'); 
             dots_in_range(count) = sigTime(n,9); 
             count = count + 1; 
         end 
     end      
end 
  
posi = 0; 
for i = 1: length(dots_in_range) 
    if dots_in_range(i) > 0 
        posi = posi + 1; 
    end 
end 
%% Plot the histograms indicating the axial positions of event sources 
figure 
hist(sigTime(:,9),100); 
yt = get(gca, 'YTick'); 
set(gca,'YTick',yt,'YTickLabel',yt/1213*100); 
title('Histogram of All Signals') 
xlabel('Time Diff, s') 
ylabel('Occurence') 
  
figure 
hist(dots_in_range,50) 
title('Histogram of Selected Signals') 
xlabel('Time Diff, s') 
ylabel('Occurence') 
% set(gca,'ytick',0:10) 
hold on 
%plot([-2.2e-6 -2.2e-6],[-0.5,0.5], 'b-x') 
xlabel('time diff(s)') 
xlim([-90e-6 90e-6]); 
  
  
%% Plot the variation of events power and arrival time 
figure 
plot(sigTime(:,1:3),'DisplayName','sigTime(:,1:3)'); 
hold on 
plot(sigTime(:,5:6),'DisplayName','sigTime(:,5:6)'); 
title('Event Arrival Time (Index)'); 
xlabel('Event Number'); 
ylabel('Time Index'); 
xlim([1 6]); 
legend('CH1', 'CH2', 'CH3','CH5','CH6'); 
  
figure 
plot(log(power),'DisplayName','power') 
title('Event Power'); 
xlabel('Event Number'); 
ylabel('log(E)'); 
xlim([1 6]); 
legend('CH1', 'CH2', 'CH3', 'CH4', 'CH5', 'CH6'); 
 
